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Abstract. We construct models of inflation with many randomly interacting fields and use
these to study the generation of cosmological observables. We model the potentials as multi-
dimensional Gaussian random fields (GRFs) and identify powerful algebraic simplifications
that, for the first time, make it possible to access the manyfield limit of inflation in GRF po-
tentials. Focussing on small-field, slow-roll, approximate saddle-point inflation in potentials
with structure on sub-Planckian scales, we construct explicit examples involving up to 100
fields and generate statistical ensembles comprising of 164,000 models involving 5 to 50 fields.
For the subset of these that support at least sixty e-folds of inflation, we use the ‘transport
method’ and δN formalism to determine the predictions for cosmological observables at the
end of inflation, including the power spectrum and the local non-Gaussianities of the primor-
dial perturbations. We find three key results: i) Planck compatibility is not rare, but future
experiments may rule out this class of models; ii) In the manyfield limit, the predictions from
these models agree well with, but are sharper than, previous results derived using potentials
constructed through non-equilibrium Random Matrix Theory; iii) Despite substantial multi-
field effects, non-Gaussianities are typically very small: f locNL  1. We conclude that many of
the ‘generic predictions’ of single-field inflation can be emergent features of complex inflation
models.
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1 Introduction
Inflation provides a rather simple explanation of the origin of the primordial density pertur-
bations and successfully resolves the flatness and homogeneity problems of the standard hot
big bang cosmology. However, little is known about the microscopic origin of inflation and, in
particular, what degrees of freedom it involved. Inflation may have probed energies far above
those accessible by terrestrial experiments, and is sensitive to physics beyond the Standard
Model of particle physics. Models of inflation with only a single additional scalar field can be
compatible with all current observations, but so may models with multiple fields. Additional
scalar fields are common in extensions of the Standard Model that address the gauge hierarchy
problem, and ubiquitous in ultraviolet completions realised in string theory. Determining the
field content relevant in the early universe is a fundamental challenge of modern cosmology.
Primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type has been proposed as a key observable to
observationally distinguish between multifield and single-field models of inflation. In single-
field inflation, the levels of local non-Gaussianity can be related to the deviation from scale
invariance of the primordial power spectrum [1, 2],1 which is very small [5]. Multiple-field
effects can significantly enhance the levels of non-Gaussianity, and amplitudes of the order of
fNL ∼ 1 are realised in some models.2 Current constraints from Planck observations of the
Cosmic Microwave Background give fNL = 0.8± 5.0 (68% c.l.) [6], and future surveys of the
Large-Scale Structure of the universe are expected to reach a sensitivity of σ(fNL) ∼ O(1)
[7–13], probing some subset of models of multiple-field inflation. It is now pressing to assess
what we realistically can hope to learn about fundamental physics from these experiments.
The conditions under which large non-Gaussianity is generated during and after inflation
have been studied before by many authors (for a review, see [14]). However, direct investiga-
tions tend to be hampered by the computational complexity of multi-field systems, and most
studies have been restricted to models with two or a few fields, or models with greatly restrict-
ing symmetry structures [15–21]. For a more complete understanding of multifield inflation,
it is necessary to go beyond these simplifying assumptions, and allow both for more fields and
for non-trivial interactions. This is crucial for understanding what models of inflation can be
ruled out if fNL is constrained to be less than one, or what types of inflationary models are
favoured if fNL of order one is measured. Addressing this question is one of the main aims of
this paper.
Multifield inflation models with generic interactions between the fields have large num-
bers of free parameters. In a low-energy effective theory for Nf fields valid below the cut-off
scale Λ, these are the Wilson coefficients, ca1...an , of all operators that may be important
during inflation, e.g.
V (φ1, . . . , φNf ) = Λ
4
nmax∑
n=0
ca1...an
φa1
Λ
. . .
φan
Λ
. (1.1)
Unfortunately, the relevant values (or distribution of values) of these parameters are not
known from fundamental physics. One approach, pursued here, is then to search for properties
that are rather insensitive to the details of the parameter distribution, and that depend only
on a few effective parameters. The widespread appearance of emergent universality in complex
physical and mathematical systems suggests that such robustness may be found as the number
1This rule applies under some assumptions, which can be violated in special models [3, 4].
2In this paper, we focus on non-Gaussianities of the local type, and denote f locNL = fNL without superscript.
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of fields, Nf , becomes large [22–25]. Motivated by this, we pursue a statistical approach: we
generate ensembles of multifield scalar potentials V (φ1, . . . , φNf ) randomly, and determine
the distribution of observables as Nf  1.
To access the interesting regime of multiple light fields with non-trivial interactions, the
potentials need to be mathematically simple enough to be computationally tractable. One
such class of potentials, recently studied in [26–32], can be constructed using non-equilibrium
random matrix theory techniques. According to the prescription of [26], the computational
difficulties of multifield inflation can be substantially mitigated by realising V (φ1, . . . , φNf )
only locally along the field trajectory (while being undetermined elsewhere in field space),
and by postulating that the Hessian matrix evolves according to Dyson Brownian motion
(DBM) along the inflationary path. The local Taylor coefficients to quadratic order, defined
patch-wise along the path, evolve non-trivially during inflation and implicitly capture the
effects of higher-order interaction terms. This method remains computationally efficient up
to very large Nf , making it possible to determine the observational predictions3 in models of
inflation with up to a hundred interacting fields [27, 28]. In reference [27], it was shown that
the predictions of these ‘DBM models’ become simpler and sharper as the number of fields
is increases, and very complicated models with many fields are commonly compatible with
Planck constraints on the primordial power spectrum [28].
However, the random matrix theory method of [26] is not suitable to investigate the
generation of primordial non-Gaussianities during inflation: the Brownian motion of the
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix is continuous but not differentiable, and the third derivatives
of the potential, required for the computation of the three-point correlation function, are not
well-defined in the continuum limit.4
Manyfield inflation from Gaussian random fields
An alternative approach is to generate random multifield potentials using Gaussian random
fields (GRFs). This first was done in [33, 34] by expanding V (φ1, . . . , φNf ) in a set of Fourier
modes for potentials with Nf ≤ 6 and Λ > MPl (see also [35] for Nf = 1). However, the
interesting regime of multiple-field inflation in potentials with structure on sub-Planckian
distances in field space remained intractable.
To access the regime with Λ < MPl, reference [36] proposed to generate the potential
only locally in field space, e.g. by gluing together multiple patches along a path in field space,
or by generating the Taylor coefficients of the potential to a sufficiently high order at a single
point. These models have well-defined higher derivatives and are arguably simpler than the
DBM potentials, but a significant limitation arises from the need to explicitly specify a very
large number of Taylor coefficients, which are not statistically independent. For example,
a model with Nf = 100 fields and the potential expanded up to fifth order around a single
point involves 96,560,546 independent Taylor coefficients. The probability distribution of
these coefficients involves the inverse covariance matrix which has 4.7 × 1015 independent,
and in general non-vanishing, elements. Naively generating such a matrix numerically is
computationally prohibitive, making explicit studies impractical or impossible.
3This method is limited to observables that can be inferred from information about the potential up to
second order in derivatives as expanded around any point along the field trajectory. As we will review in
section 2.6, this includes quantities computed from the two-field correlators such as the primordial power
spectrum, including its spectral index and its running.
4This obstacle may be overcome by regularisation, or by modifying the rules governing the stochastic
evolution (cf. [29] for one suggestion).
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In this paper, we, for the first time, overcome these obstacles and generate multifield
GRFs to explicitly study the manyfield limit of inflation in general potentials. We construct
models with up to 100 fields by generating the potential locally around an ‘approximate
saddle-point’ up to fifth order in the fields, and we use an adaption of the ‘transport method’
[37–40] to compute cosmological observables from the two-field and three-field correlation
functions. To make this possible, we identify drastic algebraic simplifications for GRFs with
a Gaussian covariance function, and we use these to obviate the need for extremely heavy
numerics. This key advance allows us to study the generation of local non-Gaussianities in
random manyfield models of inflation, and assess what levels of fNL are generated.
There are three particularly important results in this paper:
1. Planck compatible power spectra are not rare for these models: even for highly compli-
cated manyfield models with millions of non-vanishing interaction terms, the spectral in-
dex commonly falls within the observationally allowed range. Interestingly, these models
make a sharp statistical prediction for the running of the spectral index, αs = dns/d ln k,
which can be ruled out by future experiments.
2. At large Nf , the observational predictions of our GRF models agree well with, but
are sharper than, recent predictions derived from DBM potentials. As these two con-
structions are fundamentally different and independent, this indicates the existence of
a ‘universality class’ of large-Nf models for which the observables are largely insensitive
to the details of the underlying potential.
3. The amplitude of local non-Gaussianities is typically very small, |fNL|  1. Even when
the power spectrum undergoes significant superhorizon evolution, indicative of multifield
effects being important, fNL is typically highly suppressed, and even approximately
follows the single-field consistency relation: fNL = 512(ns−1). Moreover, in the rare cases
where fNL ∼ O(1), isocurvature modes remain unsuppressed at the end of inflation, and
a detailed modelling of the reheating dynamics is required to extract reliable predictions.
We conclude that constraining fNL to be smaller than order unity would not rule out
manyfield inflation, but a measurement of a large value for fNL would point to rather
special inflationary dynamics.
We expect that the predictions of this class of models may extend also to other construc-
tions of small-field, slow-roll models of approximate saddle-point inflation. However, distinct
classes of multifield models (such as large-field models, or models with sharp features in the
potential) may well lead to different predictions for some observables.
This paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we review how GRFs can be used as
models for multifield inflationary potentials, and we illustrate the key simplifications that
allow us to access the manyfield regime. We furthermore discuss the natural energy scales
intrinsic to GRF potentials, their possible interpretation as physical effective field theory
potentials, and we critically discuss the tuning required to use these potentials to study
multifield inflation. We finally present the ensembles of potentials that we study explicitly,
and our method for computing cosmological observables. In sections 3–5 we discuss the three
main results of this paper. We conclude and discuss further directions in section 6. A number
of additional details, including illustrative case studies, can be found in the appendices.
Throughout this paper we set the reduced Planck mass to one,MPl = 2.4×1018 GeV = 1,
but we occasionally reinstate factors of MPl for clarity.
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2 Gaussian random fields for inflation
In this section we explain how we use Gaussian random fields (GRFs) to study random multi-
field inflation.5 The basic idea is to construct the potential locally in field-space as a truncated
Taylor series with randomly generated coefficients. By going to sufficiently high order in the
Taylor expansion, one can obtain a well-approximated potential in a domain containing the
inflaton trajectory. This makes GRFs a powerful tool for studying the observational signatures
of generic large-Nf inflation models.
We begin by briefly reviewing the statistical properties of Gaussian random fields and
how the probability distribution function (PDF) for the Taylor coefficients is obtained. This
PDF involves the inverse of the covariance matrix and is unfortunately of very limited practical
use when Nf is large. However, we find that for a Gaussian covariance function for the random
field, there is a drastic simplification which allows us to generate explicit potentials even when
Nf  1.
We go on to present the class of random inflation models discussed in this paper. Specif-
ically, we discuss the relevant mass-scales of the potentials, and how the GRFs under certain
conditions admit an interpretation as proxies for physical effective field theories (EFTs). How-
ever, we also point out a challenge for using GRFs to study multifield inflation: the typical
mass-splitting of the fields tend to exceed the Hubble parameter, leading to single-field dy-
namics. We then describe how we choose the initial conditions to generate large ensembles of
potentials with multifield dynamics during inflation. We close this section by briefly explain-
ing the methods used to calculate the background trajectory and the superhorizon evolution
of the field perturbations.
2.1 High-dimensional GRFs as random multifield scalar potentials
A Gaussian random field has a mean value V¯ and a covariance function,
〈(V (φ1)− V¯ )(V (φ2)− V¯ )〉 = C(φ1, φ2) , (2.1)
where the φi are position vectors in field space (with components φai ), which we take to be
flat RN . Furthermore, we take the GRF to be stationary and isotropic with mean zero6 so
that,
C(φ1, φ2) = C(φ1 − φ2) = C(|φ1 − φ2|) . (2.2)
The covariances for the derivatives are given by the derivatives of the covariance function:〈
∂n1V (φ1)
∂φa11 . . . ∂φ
an1
1
∂n2V (φ2)
∂φb12 . . . ∂φ
bn2
2
〉
=
∂n1+n2C(φ1, φ2)
∂φa11 . . . ∂φ
an1
1 ∂φ
b1
2 . . . ∂φ
bn2
2
. (2.3)
All non-vanishing elements have either n1 and n2 both odd, or both even. To simplify
notation, we will from now on write derivatives as,
∂nV (φ)
∂φa11 . . . ∂φ
an
1
≡ Va1...an(φ) . (2.4)
5Previous work on inflation in random potentials include [33–35, 41–55]. References [56–58] studied the
impact of randomness on particle production during inflation, and references [59–61] investigated random
compactification effects in brane inflation in string theory.
6 In the bulk of this paper, we focus exclusively on this simplest class of GRFs. However, in Appendix F
we briefly discuss a modified GRF that includes a large field-independent cosmological constant, cf. V¯  1.
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Figure 1: An example of a GRF potential with Nf = 2 and nmax = 175. Here φ ∈
[−4Λh, 4Λh]2 and inflation is supported near φ = 0. The red circle delineates the region
in which a potential truncated at fifth order approximates the full potential to per cent level
accuracy.
In this paper, we create random multifield potentials by generating Taylor coefficients
at a single point in field space. The joint probability distribution of the Taylor coefficients
is a multivariate normal distribution with a covariance matrix given by the derivatives of
the covariance function at φ1 = φ2. Of course, not all the derivatives are independent, so
we only generate the derivatives Vabc... with indices ordered such that a ≥ b ≥ c et cetera.
This ensures that all the unique, independent derivatives are included exactly once. If we
collectively denote the independent Taylor coefficients of the potential (which includes V , Va,
Vab et cetera) by Vα, where α runs over all the ordered sets of indices for the derivatives we
include, the multivariate probability distribution function is given by,
P (Vα) =
exp
(−12(Vα − µα)(Σ−1)αβ(Vβ − µβ))√
det(2piΣ)
, (2.5)
where µα = 〈Vα〉 is the expectation value vector and Σαβ = 〈VαVβ〉 is the covariance matrix.
Throughout this paper (and just as in [36]), we will be working with a Gaussian covari-
ance function,
C(φ1, φ2) = Λ
8
ve
−(φ1−φ2)2/2Λ2h . (2.6)
Here Λv sets the ‘vertical energy scale’ of the potential and the ‘horizontal scale’, Λh, sets
the correlation length of the potential. We are interested in studying models in which the
potentials have structure on sub-Planckian scales, so we take Λh < MPl. In section 2.3.2, we
will discuss the physical interpretation of Λv and Λh, and how potentials with the covariance
function (2.6) may be regarded as proxies for Wilsonian effective field theories.
Schematically, our procedure for studying manyfield inflation in GRF potentials is as
follows: we generate the potential locally in a domain of size Λh around φ = 0,
V (φ) =
nmax∑
n=0
Va1...an
1
n!
φa1 ...φan =
nmax∑
n=0
Λ4vV˜a1...an
1
n!
φa1
Λh
...
φan
Λh
, (2.7)
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up to some order nmax. Throughout this paper we take nmax = 5, unless otherwise specified.
This ensures that the third derivatives of the potential, which are required to compute non-
Gaussianities, are well-approximated and non-trivial within the domain.7
If all Taylor coefficients are chosen randomly according to the PDF of equation (2.5),
the potential is typically much too steep to support inflation. However, by choosing a subset
of the Taylor coefficients, V, Va1 and Va1a2 , by hand and generating the remaining coefficients
through the corresponding conditional PDF, we can construct multifield scalar potentials that
are suitable for slow-roll inflation around φ = 0, but have the random structure of a Gaussian
random field away from this point. For example, with Nf = 100 and nmax = 5, we specify
the 1 + 100 + 5, 050 = 5, 151 first Taylor coefficients by hand, and generate the remaining
96,555,395 coefficients randomly by using the constrained PDF obtained from equation (2.5).
We will refer to scalar potentials generated by this method as ‘GRF potentials’.8
As we will discuss in detail in section 2.4, we choose the parameters V, Va1 and Va1a2
so that φ = 0 is an approximately saddle-point of the potential with multiple fields with
m2 ≤ H2. The ‘horizontal scale’, Λh, and the number of fields, Nf , both have important effects
on the generated model. Finally, Λv can be fixed from the normalisation of the primordial
perturbations for each model. We will refer collectively to the set (V, Va1 , Va1a2 , Nf ,Λh) as
the ‘hyperparameters’ of the GRF potentials.
For each of the potentials that we construct, we study how the fields evolve from the ap-
proximate saddle-point, assuming that the field initially ‘rolls’ slowly. Due to the randomness
of the potentials, models with the same hyperparameters but different higher-order Taylor
coefficients give rise to different inflationary trajectories, and consequently different numbers
of e-folds of inflation. For models supporting at least 60 e-folds of inflation, we compute the
evolution of the two-field and three-field correlation functions for the perturbations during
inflation using the ‘transport method’ [37–40], and we evaluate the predictions for observables
of the models at the end of inflation (for the two-point statistics, our approach is exactly that
of [27]).
By generating large numbers of inflationary models for each fixed set of hyperparam-
eters that we are interested in, we can study the statistical predictions for the generation
of cosmological observables in manyfield models of inflation. In particular, we compute the
power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbation, and, upon finding that it is typ-
ically well-fitted by a power-law over the scales that are constrained by observations of the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), we compute the values of the spectral index ns and
its running αs = dns/d ln k, and in addition, the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r. Furthermore, from
the two-field correlators, we study the co-evolution of the isocurvature and curvature per-
turbations during inflation. Finally, using the standard δN formula [15, 16, 62–64] and the
three-point function of the fields, we compute the local non-Gaussianity parameter fNL = f locNL.
We emphasise that we only study the generation of observables during the inflationary
period, and we defer the study of the post-inflationary approach to the final vacuum and the
reheating process to future studies.
7With the covariance function given in (2.6), the dimensionless coefficients V˜α at order n have rms-values
ranging between 1 (all indices different) and
√
(2n− 1)!! (all indices the same). Since these increase slower
than n!, the Taylor series convergences as nmax →∞. By going to high orders in the series, one can therefore
construct a large potential landscape, cf. Figure 1. In this paper, we focus on the inflationary phase in models
with small field excursions (see below), for which an expansion to nmax = 5 suffices.
8By the use of this phrase, we do not suggest that our class of models is unique: other covariance functions
or field space geometries can lead to distinct ensembles of models. For the ease of presentation however, we
will in this paper refer to our models as ‘the’ GRF models.
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2.2 A new, efficient, local construction of GRFs
Given the probability distribution function of equation (2.5), it might seem straightforward to
just start generating the Taylor coefficients. However, the appearance of the inverse covariance
matrix presents a significant complication which has curtailed previous attempts to the single-
field or effectively single-field regimes [36, 52, 55]. Even with a sparse covariance matrix, as
it is in our case, the inverse covariance matrix is in general hard to diagonalise, and grows
rapidly in size as the number of fields is increased.
We here identify an algebraic property of the covariance matrix which allows us to
circumvent this computational hurdle: Gaussian random fields with a Gaussian covariance
function have the elegant property that if we know all the derivatives of the same type (even
or odd) to some order, then the conditional covariance matrix for the Taylor coefficients
at the next order of the same type is diagonal. This result holds to all orders and for
any number of fields. This means that all the Taylor coefficients can be generated in a
step-by-step fashion as a set of independent Gaussian random variables, without inverting
or diagonalising any matrices at all. In practice, the only large matrices that need to be
constructed explicitly are those that are used to calculate shifts in the expectation values
of higher-order derivatives, caused by fixing the lower-order derivatives. These matrices are
sparse and require little memory to be used. All together, this makes it rather easy to
construct the GRF potentials even for a very large number of fields, e.g. Nf = 100. In fact,
this method shifts the computational bottle-neck for studying manyfield inflation in GRF
potentials from generating the potential to solving the equations of motions during inflation.
To provide some practical intuition for this method, we here illustrate it by looking
at the covariance matrices in the case of Nf = 2. It is straightforward to check that the
covariances vanish between odd and even derivatives for any stationary, isotropic covariance
function. The covariance matrix then becomes block diagonal, and we can treat the odd
and even derivatives separately. We will therefore look at the potential, Hessian, and fourth
derivatives in this case, which is the simplest non-trivial example.
Suppose we have a collection of non-independently distributed Gaussian random vari-
ables, Z. If we split them into two parts, they follow the distribution,[
Z1
Z2
]
∼ N
([
µ1
µ2
]
,
[
Σ11 Σ12
Σ21 Σ22
])
, (2.8)
where (µ1, µ2) is the mean vector and Σij are block components of the covariance matrix. In
our construction, Z1 will correspond to lower-order Taylor coefficients, and Z2 to higher-order
coefficients in an iterative way which we will make clear below. We may fix the lower-order co-
efficients by hand (as we will do for the hyperparameters V˜ , V˜a1 and V˜a1a2 in our construction
of inflationary potentials), or by randomly generating them from their marginal probability
distribution (as we will do for Taylor coefficients of order three or more). The latter case is
greatly simplified by the Gaussianity of the distribution: the marginal probability distribution
of a subsystem of Gaussian variables (cf. the lower-order coefficients) is simply obtained by
truncating the full covariance matrix and mean vector to the variables of the subsystem. For
example, the marginal probability distribution of Z1 obtained from equation (2.8) is simply
Z1 ∼ N(µ1,Σ11). If we then fix Z1 = z1, the conditional probability distribution for the
remaining variables Z2 is another multivariate Gaussian distribution given by,
Z2 ∼ N
(
µ2 + Σ21Σ
−1
11 (z1 − µ1),Σ22 − Σ21Σ−111 Σ12
)
. (2.9)
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We now want to write down the covariance matrices for the potential and its second
and fourth derivatives at φ = 0. For convenience, we here work with the dimensionless fields,
φ/Λh, and the dimensionless potential, V/Λ4v. By taking the appropriate derivatives of the
covariance function, we find that the covariance matrix for the potential, second and fourth
derivatives is given by,
Σ =

1 −1 0 −1 3 0 1 0 3
−1 3 0 1 −15 0 −3 0 −3
0 0 1 0 0 −3 0 −3 0
−1 1 0 3 −3 0 −3 0 −15
3 −15 0 −3 105 0 15 0 9
0 0 −3 0 0 15 0 9 0
1 −3 0 −3 15 0 9 0 15
0 0 −3 0 0 9 0 15 0
3 −3 0 −15 9 0 15 0 105

, (2.10)
where the first row/column is for the potential, the following three are for the (1, 1), (2, 1)
and (2, 2) components of the Hessian, and the final five are for the components of the fourth
derivatives in the order (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1), et cetera.
Fixing the zeroth order Taylor coefficient V˜ and using equation (2.9), the covariance
matrix for the remaining variables becomes,
Σ′ =

2 0 0 −12 0 −2 0 0
0 1 0 0 −3 0 −3 0
0 0 2 0 0 −2 0 −12
−12 0 0 96 0 12 0 0
0 −3 0 0 15 0 9 0
−2 0 −2 12 0 8 0 12
0 −3 0 0 9 0 15 0
0 0 −12 0 0 12 0 96

, (2.11)
where we note that the 3-by-3 block matrix in the upper-left corner, corresponding to the three
independent components of V˜a1a2 , has become diagonal. This is the conditional covariance
matrix for the second derivatives. Fixing V˜ab (either by hand or randomly, by generating
three independent Gaussian variables) in addition to V˜ , we find that the covariance matrix
for the fourth derivatives is given by,
Σ′′ =

24 0 0 0 0
0 6 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 24
 , (2.12)
which again is diagonal. Generating the fourth derivatives randomly now simply involves
generating five independent Gaussian random numbers. Note in particular that to construct
the Taylor coefficients up to fourth order, we are never required to invert or diagonalise the
full covariance matrix. This is the key realisation that allows us to commence the study of
manyfield inflation in GRF potentials.
The method illustrated here extends to arbitrary Nf and to all orders in the Taylor
expansion. The general formulae for these covariance matrices and the matrices that shift
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the expectation values can be found in Appendix A. The details and a general proof of this
method will be presented separately in [65].
2.3 Physical properties of GRF potentials
It is important to note that physical effective field theories supporting manyfield inflation
may differ substantially in many details from the mathematically simple GRF models that
we study. For example, EFTs with many light fields may reflect the imprints of broken
symmetries, such as supersymmetry or axionic shift symmetries for some of the fields. It
then appears reasonable to expect that some of the GRF estimates (e.g. of the fine-tuning
of manyfield inflationary models) may differ from that of a physically motivated manyfield
theory. However, it is still possible for GRF models of manyfield inflation to be sufficiently
complex to capture non-trivial multifield dynamics, and can provide access to ‘universal’ or
robust aspects of manyfield models, if they exist. Motivated by this, our approach here is to
engineer manyfield models of slow-roll saddle-point inflation using GRFs, and to search for
mechanism that determine the distribution of observables.
To understand the properties of the class of potentials that we study, it is important
to characterise the various energy scales that are associated with them. In this subsection,
we discuss the distribution of the slow-roll parameters and the typical scale of higher-order
terms in the potential. We furthermore discuss the conditions under which GRF potentials
may be interpreted as proxies for physical effective field theories. Finally, we point out that
the mass distribution of GRF potentials is broad compared to the Hubble scale. This raises
an additional challenge for using these potentials to study multifield inflation.
2.3.1 Distributions of the parameters of the potential
The value of the potential:
The GRF potentials have mean zero and typically takes values in the 1σ range between −Λ4v
and Λ4v. For the models of inflation that we consider in the bulk of this paper, we take the
dimensionless parameter V˜ = 1, so that V = Λ4v (1 +O(φ/Λh)). The hyperparameter Λv
then sets the energy scale of inflation. During slow-roll inflation close to the approximate
saddle-point at φ = 0, the square of the Hubble parameter is then given by,
H2 =
1
3
Λ4v
M2Pl
. (2.13)
The gradient:
The typical magnitude of the gradient vector is most easily characterised in terms of the
inflationary slow-roll parameter,
V =
M2Pl
2
∂aV ∂aV
V 2
=
1
2
M2Pl
Λ2h
V˜aV˜a . (2.14)
For the theory defined by equation (2.6), the covariance of the dimensionless Taylor coefficients
V˜a is given by,
〈V˜aV˜b〉 = δab , (2.15)
so the typical value of the slow-roll parameter V is given by,
〈V〉 = 2Nf
(
MPl
Λh
)2
 1 . (2.16)
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At a typical point in field space, the potential is then too steep to support inflation. Since
the Taylor coefficients V˜a are Nf independent Gaussian variables, the probability of V being
no larger than some value ? is given by [36],
P (V ≤ ?) = 1
(
√
2pi)Nf
∫
|x|≤√2?Λh/MPl
dNfx e−x
2/2 ' 2
Nf Γ(
Nf
2 )
(√
?
Λh
MPl
)Nf
. (2.17)
Obtaining a small V parameter requires tuning of the slope of the potential, and this tuning
becomes more severe as Λh is decreased from MPl. Note however that equation (2.17) gives
the probability of a randomly chosen point having a small V parameter, not the probability
that a point with a small V parameter exists in the field space. The latter probability depends
on the volume of field space, which we do not model in this paper.
The Hessian matrix:
The Hessian matrix, Vab, determines the curvature of the potential and its eigenvalues are
the squared masses of the fields. From the covariance function (2.6) it is easy to see that the
dimensionless Hessian has zero mean and a covariance given by,
〈V˜abV˜cd〉 =
(
δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc
)
. (2.18)
The probability distribution for the Hessian (with all other Taylor coefficients marginalised
over), can then be obtained by inverting the covariance matrix Σ(ab)(cd) ≡ 〈V˜abV˜cd〉 to find,(
Σ−1
)
(ab)(cd)
= − 1
2(Nf + 2)
δabδcd + δacδbd − 1
2
δadδbc . (2.19)
The marginal probability distribution is then given by [66],
P (V˜ab) = Cn exp
(
−1
4
(
V˜abV˜ba − 1
Nf + 2
(V˜aa)
2
))
. (2.20)
Here Cn is a normalisation factor.
To elucidate the consequences of this probability distribution, it is useful to consider
the large-Nf limit in which an eigenvalue density can easily be derived. We will denote the
physical squared masses by m2a and work with the dimensionless eigenvalues λa of V˜ab:
m2a =
Λ4v
Λ2h
λa . (2.21)
To derive the eigenvalue density, we change variables from V˜ab to its eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors, and integrate out the latter. Importantly, the probability distribution of the eigenvalues
involves the Vandermonde determinant arising from the change of measure,
∏
a≤b
dV˜ab ∼
∏
a<b
|λa − λb|
Nf∏
a=1
dλa . (2.22)
The Vandermonde determinant encodes the ‘eigenvalue repulsion’ which is the key driver
behind the large-Nf universality encountered in random matrix theory (see e.g. [23–25]). The
appearance of the Vandermonde determinant in the probability distribution for the Hessian
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matrix of GRF potentials is indicative of the close connection between random function theory
and random matrix theory. We will return to this connection towards the end of this section,
and then again in section 4.
By using the eigenvalue density function,
ρ(λ) =
1
Nf
Nf∑
a
δ(λ− λa) , (2.23)
the probability distribution for the eigenvalues can be expressed as,
P (ρ) = Cn exp
[
− Nf
4
(∫
dλλ2ρ(λ)−
(∫
dλλρ(λ)
)2)
+
Nf
2
2
∫
dλdλ′ρ(λ)ρ(λ′) ln(|λ− λ′|)
]
. (2.24)
The typical distribution of the eigenvalues of the dimensionless Hessian matrix can be found
from saddle-point evaluation of equation (2.24). This gives [66],
ρsc(λ) =
1
2piNf
√
4Nf − (λ− λ¯)2 . (2.25)
For λ¯ = 0, this spectrum is precisely a Wigner semi-circle, i.e. the spectrum of the Gaussian
Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of random symmetric matrices with independent, Gaussianly
distributed entries. For λ¯ 6= 0, the semi-circle is rigidly shifted to be centred at λ¯ [66].
To properly understand the significance of the shift λ¯, it is instructive to calculate the
conditional probability distribution of the Hessian, given that the potential has a certain
value, say V = V?. The Hessian matrix and the value of the potential are correlated, and
upon using equation (2.9) for the conditional probability distribution, we find the moments
[36, 66],
〈V˜ab〉
∣∣
V=V?
= − V?
Λ4v
δab , (2.26)
〈V˜abV˜cd〉
∣∣
V=V?
− (〈V˜ab〉〈V˜cd〉)
∣∣
V=V?
=
(
δacδbd + δadδbc
)
. (2.27)
According to equation (2.27), every unique element of the Hessian is now statistically inde-
pendent of the others, and we can write the Hessian as [36],
Vab =
Λ4v
Λ2h
(
− V?
Λ4v
δab +Rab
)
, (2.28)
where Rab is a random matrix in the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE). The spectrum
of the dimensionless Hessian is then given by,
ρsc(λ) =
1
2piNf
√
4Nf − (λ+ V?/Λ4v)2 . (2.29)
Clearly, for points with vanishing vacuum energy, V? = 0, the spectrum of the Hessian is
precisely that captured by the Wigner semi-circle. For V? > 0, which is the case relevant for
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inflation, the typical spectrum is a semi-circle rigidly shifted downwards, making compara-
tively more eigenvalues tachyonic. However, for V? = Λ4v and Nf  1, this shift is small: the
endpoints of the semi-circle spectrum of Rab are located at ±2
√
Nf , and the spectrum of Vab
is a shifted semi-circle with endpoints at (±2√Nf − 1)Λ4v/Λ2h.
We define the slow-roll ηV parameter as,
ηV = M
2
Pl
m2min
V
, (2.30)
withm2min denoting the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix. An immediate consequence
of equation (2.28) is that ηV tends to be very large and negative for the typical, slightly shifted
semi-circle spectrum [36]:
ηV = −(2
√
Nf + 1)
(
MPl
Λh
)2
. (2.31)
Smaller magnitudes of ηV can be obtained if the spectrum of the Hessian is in a rare con-
figuration in which no eigenvalue is very tachyonic. Given equation (2.28) for V = V?, the
probability of |ηV| being no larger than |η?| is given by,
P
(
|m2min| < |η?|
V?
M2Pl
)
= PGOE
(
λmin > 1 + η?
Λ2h
M2Pl
)
, (2.32)
where λmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the GOE matrix R, and PGOE denotes its
probability distribution. For Nf  1, the radius of the typical semi-circle configuration is
2
√
Nf  1, so that,
PGOE
(
λmin > 1 + η?
Λ2h
M2Pl
)
≈ PGOE (λmin > 1) = exp
(−cNf 2) , (2.33)
where c = 1108
(
35 + 16
√
7 + 27 ln(18)− 54 ln (√7− 1)) ≈ 1.19. In the last step we have used
the fluctuation probability computed for the subset of ‘fluctuated spectra’ of the GOE with
no negative eigenvalue [67]. Hence, small slow-roll parameters are very infrequent in GRF
potentials with many fields.
We close this section by noting that the tight connection between our GRF models and
random matrix ensembles also has strong implications for the distribution of vacua [36, 66].
Metastability of Minkowski and de Sitter critical points requires m2min > 0. According to the
RMT analysis, such points are exceedingly rare:
P (m2min > 0|V ≥ 0) ≤ PGOE(λmin ≥ 0) . (2.34)
The rarity of metastable de Sitter vacua is a common feature also of other classes of random
potentials, such as random supergravity theories [36, 68, 69].
Equation (2.34) implies that the fraction of metastable de Sitter vacua in our GRF
potentials is bounded from above by the probability of large fluctuations of one of the simplest
random matrix ensembles. As a consequence, the frequency of metastable de Sitter vacua
scales with Nf like ln(PGOE) ∼ −Nf 2. Recently however, the authors of [70] (see also [36])
found that vacua in GRF potentials comprise a fraction of ∼ exp (−αNf) of all critical points
of GRFs (for some constant α), which far exceeds the metastability estimate of (2.34). This
apparent discrepancy is resolved by noting that the vast majority of the metastable vacua
found in [70] are located deep down in the potential, at V . −2√NfΛ4v, in our mean-zero
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GRF models.9 For such large and negative values of the potential, the semi-circle spectrum
is rigidly shifted upwards so that metastability is common. Due to the simple relation of
equation (2.28) (and its generalisation for other covariance functions), any carefully phrased
question about the vacuum statistics in GRF models map into precise questions about the
eigenvalue statistics of random matrices.
Cubic and higher-order terms:
GRF potentials have non-trivial, randomly generated interaction terms at cubic and higher
orders. At order n, these are of the order of,
Va1...an ∼
Λ4v
Λnh
. (2.35)
In particular, each of the cubic order terms are then of the order of,
Vabc ∼ Λ
4
v
Λ3h
∼ H
2M2Pl
Λ3h
∼
(
Λv
Λh
)2(MPl
Λh
)
H . (2.36)
The vertical scale Λv factors out of the evolution equations for both the background and the
perturbations and only serves as a normalisation factor for the scale of the scalar perturba-
tions. We find in all cases that (Λv/Λh)2 < Λh/MPl, and the cubic terms of equation (2.36)
tend to be smaller than H in the models that we consider. However, since Λv does not affect
the field equations, it also does not affect our predictions for the spectral index, its running, or
the local non-Gaussianity parameter, fNL. Consequently, the predictions of our models also
apply to models in which Vabc ≈ H, but for which the amplitude of the scalar perturbations
is larger than the observationally inferred value.10
2.3.2 GRF potentials and physical effective field theories
Gaussian random fields provide a mathematically convenient construct, but are not directly
derived as effective field theories (EFTs) from particle physics or string theory.11 In this
section, we discuss how the GRF potentials exhibit some ‘EFT-like’ properties with important
consequences for the cosmology. Relatedly, we note that these potential naturally have spread-
out mass spectra, and additional tuning is required to construct models with non-trivial
multifield dynamics.
In quantum field theory, unprotected dimensionful operators are naturally large. For the
UV cutoff Λ, the potential is typically of the order of V ∼ H2M2Pl ∼ Λ4, and the scalar masses
are of order m2 ∼ Λ2 ∼ HMPl  H2 (cf. equation (1.1)). In the GRF potentials considered
in this paper, cf equation (2.7), the scale Λ is replaced by the two parameters Λv and Λh.
The horizontal scale Λh sets the coherence length of the potentials, and can be interpreted
as the UV-cutoff of the theory. Since all operators are suppressed by the same cut-off scale,
9 The analogous result in random supergravities is that most metastable de Sitter vacua realised in the
‘approximately supersymmetric’ regime [36, 68]. Note however, that known constructions of de Sitter string
compactifications tend to rely on non-random ‘structures’ to enhance the probability of metastability (see
e.g. [71–80]). Thus it is certainly possible that the simple GRF models may capture some rather robust
aspects of manyfield inflation in fundamental theory, but fail to accurately describe their vacuum structure.
10Another way to achieve a relative enhancement of the cubic terms with respect to the Hubble parameter
is to set the zeroth order Taylor coefficient much below its rms value: V˜  1. This however makes the
fine-tuning required to achieve small slow-roll parameters more severe.
11Simple GRFs can under certain assumptions be related to the potentials of multi-axion theories [81].
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the relevant energy scales of the GRF potentials. The
light blue shaded region indicates the equilibrium spectrum of the Hessian; the darker region
corresponds to our chosen ‘flat spectrum’ initial condition.
sharp features over distances  Λh are very rare. We expect this to be a general feature of
models with generic interactions suppressed by a single, common cut-off scale.
The parameter Λv sets the natural energy scale of the GRF models. During inflation, a
consistent EFT interpretation requires H2  Λ2h. If reheating proceeds rapidly after the end
of inflation, the stronger condition of V ∼ Λ4v ∼ T 4rh  Λ4h applies. By taking Λv < Λh, even
the latter condition is generically satisfied. A Wilsonian EFT is obtained by integrating out
states more massive than the UV cutoff, leaving only states with m2 ≤ Λ2. Consequently,
in the context of GRF potentials, we expect the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix to be no
larger than ∼ Λ2h. For Λv < Λh, this condition is satisfied unless Nf is very large:
m2max
Λ2h
≈
(
2
√
Nf − 1
) Λ4v
Λ4h
. (2.37)
Figure 2 illustrates the relevant energy scales of GRF potentials discussed in this paper.
We now note a serious obstacle for using GRF potentials to study multifield inflation:
the mass spectrum is generically spread out over energy scales  H. This is immediately
evident from the width of the (shifted) Wigner semi-circle distribution, which predicts a
typical eigenvalue spacing for the Hessian of,
1
Nf
(
m2max −m2min
)
H2
= 12
1√
Nf
(
MPl
Λh
)2
. (2.38)
For Λh < MPl, this then implies that only systems with a very large number of fields, Nf &
(MPl/Λh)
4, can be expected to exhibit non-trivial multiple field effects. This large spread in
the masses explains why recent attempts at using GRFs to study multiple-field inflation [55]
have only captured single-field dynamics. To use these models to study non-trivial multifield
dynamics, one has to further tune the initial conditions.
The particular Nf dependence of equation (2.38) follows from the form of the covariance
function, cf. equation (2.6). The width of the eigenvalue distribution may be changed by
modifying the covariance function, e.g. to C(φ1 − φ2) = NfΛ8ve−(φ1−φ2)
2/2NfΛ
2
h , which gives
an Nf independent eigenvalue distribution of the Hessian, and an additional suppression by
1/
√
Nf in equation (2.38). However, such a modified covariance function enhances the effective
coherence length of the potential to
√
NfΛh, which becomes super-Planckian for large Nf .12
12This lesson applies somewhat more generally: the width of the mass spectrum relative H2 is controlled
by C(4)(0)/C(0). Compressing the spectrum requires decreasing this ratio, but for many covariance func-
tions C(p)(0)/C(0) ∼ (C(4)(0)/C(0))p/4, and an overall suppression of these ratios translates directly into an
increased coherence length. Compressing the mass scale while keeping the coherence scale associated with
the interaction terms fixed then requires covariance functions with multiple scales. We will not consider such
modifications further in this paper.
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The broad spread in the distribution of masses of GRF potentials is not surprising as
these models do not incorporate protective approximate symmetries (e.g. broken supersym-
metry, or approximate shift-symmetries), which can lower the natural scale of dimensionful
operators, and make inflation less fine-tuned. It would be interesting to extend our method
to construct manyfield models of inflation in random supergravity models with spontaneously
broken supersymmetry, following the ideas proposed in [36, 68, 69].
2.4 The statistical ensembles of models
As discussed in section 2.1, the hyperparameters of our GRF potentials are:
(V˜ , V˜a, V˜ab, Nf ,Λh,Λv) . (2.39)
An understanding of pre-inflationary physics in fundamental theory could potentially provide
us with prior probability distributions on these parameters. Lacking such priors, we compute
the observational predictions for certain ranges of the hyperparameters, and investigate how
these predictions change as hyperparameters are varied.
Specifically, we construct ensembles of manyfield models of inflation as follows: First, we
set V˜ to its rms value, V˜ = 1, so that Λv sets the scale of the potential at φ = 0. In slow-roll
inflation, the parameter Λv has no effect on the equations of motion for either the background
field or the perturbations around it. We exploit this by evolving each model with a fiducial
value of Λv and, for each model yielding a sufficiently long period of inflation, rescale Λv at
the end of inflation so that the amplitude of the primordial curvature perturbation at the
‘pivot scale’ is consistent with the value determined by the Planck experiment [5].13 This
fixes Λv separately for each model.
To obtain sufficiently flat potentials that support inflation, the gradient and Hessian
have to be tuned. We set V˜a so that V is sufficiently small that models with at least 60
e-folds of inflation are not too infrequent. This leads us explore values of V in the range of
2× 10−8 to 10−11. We henceforth take,
i ≡ V
∣∣
φ=0
, (2.40)
to parameterise the magnitude of the gradient vector. This vector obviously also has a
direction, and we explore the effect of its alignment relative to the eigenvectors of V˜ab, as we
now discuss.
We have seen in section 2.3 that the curvature of the potential needs to be tuned to give
rise to sustained inflation and multifield dynamics. In particular, the smallest eigenvalue of
the Hessian, which we parametrise by,
ηi ≡ ηV
∣∣
φ=0
, (2.41)
must be close to zero. We numerically investigate values of ηi in the range −10−1 to −10−4.
To explore the non-generic spectra relevant for multifield inflation, we consider two (non-
random) initial conditions for the spectrum of Vab:
Flat spectrum : m2a
∣∣
φ=0
: Uniformly distributed in
(
3ηiH
2, 94H
2
)
,
Compressed spectrum : m2a
∣∣
φ=0
: Uniformly distributed in
(
3ηiH
2, − 3ηiH2
)
.
(2.42)
13To identify the precise e-fold at which the pivot scale crossed the horizon during inflation requires a
detailed modelling of the reheating phase (cf. [82] for a review). For the baseline parameters, we find that
the pivot scaled exited the horizon 58 − Nrh e-folds before the end of inflation, where Nrh parametrises the
expansion between the end of inflation and the onset of the hot big bang. For concreteness, we will assume
throughout this paper that the pivot scale crossed the horizon 55 e-folds before the end of inflation.
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Field perturbations with an effective squared mass greater than 9/4H2 are exponentially
suppressed already at horizon exit.14 This motivates the upper bound of the ‘flat spectrum’.
The (extremely) compressed, nearly degenerate spectrum is specifically chosen to maximise
the chances of non-trivial multifield effects, and is included for reasons that will become
apparent in section 5. We note that these initial spectra will ‘relax’ to the generic spectrum
for a GRF over distances of ∼ O(Λh). During most of inflation, the field is slowly rolling and
this relaxation is very slow in e-fold ‘time’, but we will see that towards the end of inflation,
multiple fields develop tachyonic masses, m2a < 0.
We now return to the question of the relative alignment of Va with the eigenvectors of
Vab. In a Gaussian random field the gradient and Hessian are uncorrelated, 〈VaVab〉 = 0, and
generically, Va has support along all eigenvectors of Vab. However, slow-roll inflation makes
the field follow the gradient descent along the potential, which tends to quickly align Va with
the smallest eigenvalue direction of the Hessian matrix, which we will denote by ‘1’ (for a
more detailed discussion on this, see e.g. [28]). Motivated by this, we consider two classes of
orientations of Va:
Random : Va
∣∣
φ=0
∼ √2i Λ
4
v
MPl
Uniform
(
SNf−1
)
,
Aligned : Va
∣∣
φ=0
=
√
2i
Λ4v
MPl
δa 1 .
(2.43)
With the initial conditions (V˜ , V˜a, V˜ab) fixed, we generate the higher-order Taylor coefficients
randomly using the conditional PDFs derived as discussed in section 2.2.
Finally, we explore the numerically accessible a range of values for the remaining hy-
perparameters Nf and Λh: for Nf very large or Λh small, inflation is only supported if the
slow-roll parameters are highly tuned, which can cause numerical accuracy problems.15 A
summary of the hyperparameter choices that we explore in this paper can be found in Ap-
pendix C. Some of our results are best illustrated for a fixed choice of parameter. We take as
our baseline model,
Baseline: Nf = 10 , Λh = 0.4MPl , i = 2× 10−9 , ηi = −10−4 , (2.44)
with the flat spectrum of the Hessian, cf. equation (2.42), and a randomly directed gradient
vector. For this choice of hyperparameters, obtaining at least 60 e-folds of inflation is not
uncommon, and Nf is sufficiently large for multifield effects to be clearly manifest.
2.5 Method: background
Given a randomly generated multifield potential, we evolve the fields numerically using the
coupled Klein-Gordon and Friedmann-Robertson-Walker equations,
φ¨a + 3Hφ˙a = −∂aV , H2 =
1
2 φ˙aφ˙a + V
3M2Pl
. (2.45)
In the slow-roll approximation that we use throughout this paper, these equations become,
3Hφ˙a = −∂aV , H2 = V
3M2Pl
. (2.46)
14More precisely, the effective squared masses of the perturbations are the eigenvalues of the matrix Mab =
Vab − 1a3 ∂t
(
a3 φ˙aφ˙b
H
)
[83, 84] .
15The computations reported in this paper did not require supercomputer capabilities, but potentials with
Nf  1 places some restrictions on memory access. Our largest simulations ran on a computing system with
144 CPUs and 516 GB RAM.
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Expressed with respect to the number of e-folds, N , the slow-roll Klein-Gordon equation is
simply given by,
dφa
dN
= −∂a lnV . (2.47)
Equation (2.47) makes it clear that the vertical scale, Λv, has no impact on the background
field evolution in slow-roll.
2.6 Method: perturbations
To calculate the observational predictions of the manyfield models of inflation, we use the
‘transport method’ [37–40] (see also [85–89]). This formalism allows us to evolve the two-
field and three-field correlators on superhorizon scales from horizon crossing to the end of
inflation.16 Analytic solutions for this method exist for certain potentials, just like in the δN
formalism, but the main advantage of it is that it allows for accurate and efficient numerical
solutions, regardless of the form of the potential. In this subsection, we briefly review the key
elements of the transport method. We furthermore recall how multifield dynamics can cause
the curvature perturbation to evolve on superhorizon scales, and we define the isocurvature
and curvature correlators. We close this section by briefly reviewing the δN formula for the
non-Gaussianity amplitude fNL.
The transport method
In the spatially flat gauge, we can write the perturbations at the end of inflation as an
expansions in the perturbations at horizon exit:
δφa = Γabδφ
?
b +
1
2
Γabcδφ
?
bδφ
?
c + ... (2.48)
where the horizon exit perturbations have been marked with a ?. Using the separate-universe
approach [90, 91], we expand the slow-roll equations of motion, equation (2.47), around the
background trajectory to obtain evolution equations for δφa. It is then easy to see that the
‘propagators’ Γab and Γabc must obey the differential equations,
dΓab
dN
= uacΓcb , (2.49)
dΓabc
dN
= uadΓdbc + uadeΓdbΓec , (2.50)
where,
uab = −∂a∂b lnV , (2.51)
uabc = −∂a∂b∂c lnV , (2.52)
with the derivatives evaluated on the background trajectory. These differential equations
have the following formal solutions:
Γab(N) = Γab(N,N
?) = P exp
(∫ N
N?
dN ′uab(N ′)
)
, (2.53)
Γabc(N) = Γabc(N,N
?) =
∫ N
N?
dN ′Γaµuµνρ(N ′)ΓνbΓρc , (2.54)
16The transport method can be applied to both slow-roll and non-slow-roll systems, and also on sub-horizon
scales [37]. For our purposes, it suffices to consider the superhorizon evolution of the field perturbations during
slow-roll inflation.
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where P is a path ordering operator. In equation (2.54), we have used Greek indices as a
short-hand for propagators evolving to or from N ′, e.g. Γνb = Γνb(N ′, N?).
Once the field perturbations at the end of inflation, δφenda , are known, the curvature
perturbation is given by a gauge transformation:
ζ = Naδφ
end
a +
1
2
Nabδφ
end
a δφ
end
b + ..., (2.55)
where the coefficients Na and Nab are given by [37],
Na =
1√
2
Va√
VbVb
, (2.56)
Nab =
V Vab
VcVc
+
VaVb
VcVc
(
1 + 2
V
(VeVe)2
VfVfdVd
)
− V
(VcVc)2
(VaVbcVc + VbVacVc) . (2.57)
The curvature perturbation
We write the field two-point correlator as,
〈δφ?a(k1)δφ?b(k2)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k1 + k2)
2pi2
k3
Σab . (2.58)
In slow-roll and with a slowly turning field trajectory at horizon crossing, we can take the
initial condition of the field correlators to be given by,
Σ?ab =
H2(N?)
4pi2
δab . (2.59)
In [28], it was show that this approximation works well for manyfield models of approximate
saddle-point inflation. The curvature power spectrum at some later time, N , is then given
by,
Pζ(N, k) = Na(N)Nc(N) Γab(N,N?) Γcd(N,N?) Σ
?
bd . (2.60)
Isocurvature perturbations
To linear order in the field perturbations, the curvature perturbation of equation (2.55) is
given by field fluctuations along the instantaneous background trajectory,
ζ =
1√
2V
δφ‖ , (2.61)
where δφ‖ = naδφa for na = Va/|Vb|. Field perturbations along the Nf − 1 perpendicular
directions give rise to ‘entropic’ or ‘isocurvature’ perturbations. We can decompose the field
fluctuations as,
δφa ≡ δφ‖ na + δφj⊥ vaj , (2.62)
where vaj (N) denotes a generic orthonormal frame of basis vectors in directions perpendicular
to Va. Here a is a vector index a and with j = 1, . . . , Nf − 1. In analogy to ζ (and just as in
[28]), we define the isocurvature Si as,
Si ≡ 1√
2V
δφi⊥ . (2.63)
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In slow-roll and on superhorizon scales, the curvature and isocurvature evolve as [28, 92],
ζ ′ = 2
(
na
Vab
V
vbi
)
Si , (2.64)
(Si)′ = (naVab
V
nb − 2V )Si − vai
Vab
V
vbk Sk . (2.65)
Equations (2.64) and (2.65) reflect the well-known fact that isocurvature can source super-
horizon evolution of the curvature perturbation ζ, but the curvature perturbation does not
source isocurvature [93, 94].
The isocurvature correlations are then given by,
〈Si(k1)Sj(k2)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k1 + k2) k
3
2pi2
P ijiso(N) , (2.66)
with,
P ijiso(N) =
1
2V
vai Σ
ab vbj . (2.67)
We refer to the isocurvature power spectrum (without indices) as,
Piso = δijP
ij
iso =
1
2V
vai Σ
ab vbi . (2.68)
Non-Gaussianity
Equation (2.55) is related to the commonly used ‘δN ’ formulas, which involve the field per-
turbation at horizon crossing, by,
N δNa = NbΓba , (2.69)
N δNab = NcΓcab +NcdΓcaΓdb . (2.70)
To compute the parameter fNL, we use the δN -formalism expression, which is given by [15],17
− 6
5
fNL =
r
16
(1 + f) +
N δNa N
δN
b N
δN
ab
(N δNc N
δN
c )
2
, (2.71)
where 0 ≤ f ≤ 5/6 is momentum dependent, and r is the tensor-scalar ratio. In the small-field
inflation models studied in this paper, r  10−3, and the first term is negligible.
While the calculation of the power spectrum typically is insensitive to small numerical
errors, fNL is not. The dominant, second term of equation (2.71) can itself be expressed as
the sum of two terms,
−6
5
fNL =
N δNa N
δN
b N
δN
ab
(N δNc N
δN
c )
2
=
NcΓcaNdΓdb(NefΓeaΓfb +NeΓeab)
(NgΓgiNhΓhi)2
. (2.72)
Quite commonly, both these terms can be large (say O(10)), but cancel each other to a very
high degree (say down to O(10−2)). This delicate cancellation calls for high precision of
the numerical evaluation of the background and the Γ coefficients. We briefly discuss our
numerical implementation of the evolution of the perturbations in Appendix B.
17We adopt the sign convention of [15] for fNL.
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Figure 3: The value of the potential as a function of the field displacement (left), and the
evolution of multiple components of the fields (right) in a random 100-field GRF model.
3 Result I: Planck compatibility is not rare, but future experiments may
rule out this class of models
We are now ready to discuss the results of our simulations of manyfield models of inflation in
random potentials. In this section we focus on observables related to the two-point correlation
function, such as the primordial power spectra of curvature and isocurvature perturbations.
Our first key result is that despite multifield effects typically being non-negligible, power
spectra tend to be very smooth, and observational compatibility is not rare in these models.
This section is organised as follows: we first discuss the evolution of the classical back-
ground, and we highlight and explain the particularly strong ‘eigenvalue repulsion’ effect on
the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian in GRF models. We then discuss the primordial per-
turbations of these models: we validate that the power spectra are well-approximated by
approximately scale-invariant power laws over the scales relevant for the CMB. We then note
that essentially all models predict small deviations from the strict power-law form, and we
compute the predictions for the spectral tilt, ns and its running, αs, as functions of the hy-
perparameters. This leads us to establish a surprisingly robust prediction of these models,
which makes it possible to rule them out with future experiments. We furthermore find that
multifield effects are typically important, but that, importantly, isocurvature tends to decay
during inflation.
Several of the results found in this section are directly analogous to results recently
observed in models of manyfield inflation in DBM potentials [28], while others differ substan-
tially. In section 4 we compare these setups in detail.
3.1 Background evolution in GRF inflation
We first briefly discuss some key elements of the evolution of the inflationary background in
the GRF potentials. To get an intuition for these models, it is instructive to first consider
an example. We here take a randomly generated 100-field model as our case-study. This
model was generated from the hyperparameters Λh = 0.4,  = 5 × 10−10, ηi = −10−4, a
flat spectrum, cf. equation (2.42), and a randomly directed gradient vector at φ = 0. This
particular model gives a total number of e-folds N end = 80.6 over a total field displacement
of ∆φ =
√
φaφa = 0.187Λh.
The left plot of Figure 3 shows the normalised value of the potential energy as a func-
tion of ∆φ. The potential along the descending inflationary trajectory is very smooth and
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Figure 4: Eigenvalue evolution of the Hessian in a 100-field example, starting from a flat
spectrum.
featureless. Since V is initially very small and |φ˙| =
√
2V, the field rolls very slowly initially,
but accelerates super-exponentially towards the end of inflation. Figure 3 shows how multiple
components of the field evolve during inflation, and indicates that the inflationary trajectory
turns as the field descends the potential.
The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are not constant in a general inflationary model,
and we expect the eigenvalues of the GRF models to relax from the fine-tuned initial config-
uration to the (slightly off-centred) semi-circle spectrum. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the
squared masses as a function of the field displacement during inflation (left plot), and as a
function of the number of e-folds (right plot) for our 100-field example. Indeed, as the fields
evolve from φ = 0, the spectrum spreads out. Half of the fields, initially heavier than the
others, tend to become even more massive during inflation, and are not very important for
either the background evolution or the spectrum of the perturbations. By contrast, the lighter
half of the fields become even lighter, and many even go tachyonic: with small variations over
all the models we have considered, almost precisely half the fields have m2 < 0 at the end of
inflation.18 When plotted as a function of ∆φ, the bundle of eigenvalues is conical, which is
indicative of the dominance of the cubic terms in the potential.
3.1.1 The ‘straying’ smallest mass-squared
Figure 4 also illustrates a curious and important feature of these models: the smallest eigen-
value decreases more rapidly than the others, and ‘strays’ from the conical bundle towards
more tachyonic values. This ‘straying’ behaviour of the smallest eigenvalue has to our knowl-
edge not been discussed previously in the literature, but appears for large Nf in essentially all
inflationary models that we have studied. In sections 3.4 and 5, we will see that it contributes
to some of the most interesting predictions of the inflationary GRF models.
While the rapid evolution of the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian may appear sur-
prising, it has a simple explanation in terms of the properties of the GRF potentials, and
the dynamics of multifield slow-roll inflation. In our inflationary models, the initial values of
both the gradient and the Hessian matrix are very small. This means that after a short field
excursion, which typically involves some turn, the gradient and Hessian become dominated
by the third-order terms. Without loss of generality, we may take the ‘1’-axis to be aligned
18On approach to the final vacuum configuration after inflation, these eigenvalues will again become positive.
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with the field excursion at this point, with φ1 > 0. We then have,
Va(φ) ' 1
2
Va11φ
2
1 , Vab(φ) '
1
2
Vab1φ1 . (3.1)
With the initial gradient set to be small, the third derivatives are drawn from a distribution
with a mean that is very close to zero and variances given by,
Var(V˜abc) =

6 if all indices are equal
2 if only two are equal
1 if none are equal.
(3.2)
We then see that the magnitude of V1(φ) is expected to be larger than the other components
of the gradient. Furthermore, since φ1 > 0, we expect that φ˙1 ∝ −V1(φ) > 0, in which case
V111 must be be negative. We can therefore expect V11(φ) = V111φ1 to be larger than the
other elements of the Hessian matrix, and negative. Moreover, since Var(Va11) > Var(Vab1) for
b 6= 1 (and a 6= b) the off-diagonal row-vector V1a is expected to be larger in magnitude than
the other row vectors. This will typically lead to a large negative mass-squared eigenvalue
with an eigenvector approximately aligned with the gradient direction. This is precisely what
we observe through the ‘straying’ smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian.
This evolution of the squared masses importantly affect the inflationary evolution of the
field perturbations (as we will discuss in section 3.4), and also the background dynamics. In
slow-roll inflation, the acceleration of the field is given by,
φ′′a =
√
2V
(
Vabnb
V
− 2Vna
)
, (3.3)
where na = Va/|Va|. We see that if na ≈ −δ1a, the acceleration tends to be large and positive
in the ‘1’-direction. This will make the trajectory ‘straighten’ during this phase, and na will
become closer and closer aligned with the direction of the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix.
The e-fold distribution of GRF models
An important factor influencing the observables is the distribution of the number of e-folds
of inflation. Figure 5 shows the mean values and standard deviations of this distribution for
various one-parameter variations from the baseline parameter choice of equation (2.44).
Unsurprisingly, flatter spectra lead to more e-folds of inflation. As the number of fields
is increased, the e-fold distribution slowly shift to lower values, but the dependence is not
very strong. For a given choice of hyperparameters, the distribution of the number of e-folds
typically exhibits a broad peak and a ‘heavy’, polynomially decreasing tail corresponding to
models with a large number of e-folds.
3.2 Smooth and simple power spectra from complex inflationary models
We now turn to observables generated by these models, focussing in this section on the power
spectrum of the curvature perturbation, Pζ(k). While many of the simplest models of single-
field or few-field inflation naturally generate very simple, almost scale-invariant power spectra,
there is no guarantee that highly complicated and random manyfield models should also do
so. Turns of the field trajectory or bumps in the potential could generate strong deviations
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Figure 5: Histogram of the e-fold distribution of the baseline model (cf. equation (2.44)),
and the dependence of the mean and standard deviation on the hyperparameters in one-
parameter variations from the baseline. Each data point is generated from an ensemble of
2000 inflationary models.
from scale-invariance, and highly featured power spectra. Quite remarkably however, we here
find that even random models involving several dozens of fields and millions of interaction
terms typically produce extremely smooth and simple power spectra.
A sense of the typical properties of the generated power spectra can be inferred from
Figure 6, which shows the power spectra for 15 randomly generated models with 10 (left) and
50 (right) fields. The top row shows the power spectra evaluated over the full range of scales
exiting the horizon within the last sixty e-folds of inflation, while the plots of the bottom row
zooms in on the 10 e-fold range centred at the ‘pivot scale’ corresponding to modes exiting
the horizon 55 e-folds before the end of inflation. All plotted power spectra are evaluated at
the end of inflation, Pζ(Nend, k) = Pζ(k), and normalised at the pivot scale k?.
Over the full range of scales spanning 60 e-folds, the power spectra show strong deviations
from scale-invariance, with rapidly decreasing power spectra for very small-scale modes. This
drop in power is related to the rapid growth of the slow-roll parameter V towards the end of
inflation, which causes a speed-up of the field and a suppression of the power of the curvature
perturbation. On zooming in on the scales most relevant for CMB observations, the generated
power-spectra are very simple, and of an approximate power-law form. This simple form of
the power spectra is common to all GRF models we have studied, independent of the precise
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Figure 6: Examples of power spectra from 15 randomly generated models of GRF inflation
for Nf = 10 (left) and Nf = 50 (right). Hyperparameters other than Nf are as in the baseline
case, cf. equation (2.44).
choice of hyperparameters. We will now discuss the dependence of the detailed predictions of
the models on the hyperparameter choices.
3.3 Distributions of ns and αs
The simple form of the power spectra around the pivot scales justifies fitting them by an
approximate power-law,
Pζ(k) = As
(
k
k?
)ns−1
, (3.4)
where we allow for a non-vanishing running of the spectral index, αs = dns/d ln k|k=k? .
Figure 7 shows the aggregated values of (ns, αs) for 25,000 models of GRF inflation with
Nf ranging between 5 and 50, and for varying values of the other hyperparameters.19 The
distribution for ns indicates that the power spectra are approximately scale-invariant, and
that the spectra are more commonly red than blue (around 85% were red). For these values
of the hyperparameters, the distribution for ns is broader than current Planck constraints,
but Planck-compatible values are not rare.
The statistical prediction for the running of the spectral index, αs, is remarkably sharp.
A small and negative running is vastly favoured (especially among the models with Planck-
19This aggregate consists of all models in the tables ‘varying Nf ’ and ‘Nf = 50’ in Appendix C.
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Figure 7: The distribution of ns and αs for 25,000 inflation models spanning val-
ues of Nf between 5 and 50, with the 68% and 95% confidence contours from Planck
(TT+TE+lowP+lensing) [5].
compatible spectral indices), and these models could be ruled out should future experiments
infer a positive or substantially negative running of the spectral index. Indeed, over 99% of
these models, and all of those in the Planck 68% c.l. for ns, fall in the range −0.04 < αs <
0. For the baseline hyperparameters, cf. equation (2.44), we find ns = 0.970 ± 0.018 and
αs = −0.00143±0.00034. Normalising the amplitude of scalar perturbations fixes Λv, for the
baseline models we find Λv = 9.6 (±1.7)× 10−5.
The tensor-to-scalar ratio is very small in all models we have constructed. For the
baseline parameters, we find r = 3.07 (±0.28) × 10−8. Since the total field displacement
during inflation is ∆φ = 0.36 (±0.04) Λh for these parameters, we see that the ‘Lyth bound’
[95] is far from saturated: in single-field models of inflation,
r = 16V < 8
(
1
Nexit
)2( ∆φ
MPl
)2
, (3.5)
if V is constant or monotonically increasing, Nexit denotes the e-fold when the pivot scale
crossed the horizon (in our case Nexit = 55), and ∆φ denotes the total field displacement
during inflation. Thus, for the mean-value base-line parameters, we find the bound r <
5.5× 10−5. There are two reasons for the non-saturation of the Lyth bound. First, the field
initially evolves very slowly, but speeds up super-exponentially towards the end of inflation.
Second, we will see in section 3.4 that isocurvature modes tend to enhance the amplitude of
the scalar perturbation, but leave the tensor perturbations untouched. This further suppresses
the tensor-to-scale ratio r.
Figure 7 shows that manyfield GRF models can be compatible with current observational
constraints on the power spectrum, but provide a sharp prediction for its running, and can
be ruled out by future experiments. We now investigate how these predictions depend on the
hyperparameters.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of ns and αs of i and Λh. All data points are based on at
least 1000 models except those with Λh ≤ 0.3 or i ≥ 10−8 where fewer models gave sufficient
number of e-folds, and the data points are determined from several hundred realisations. We
first note that taking Λh large or i small both have the effect of ‘flattening’ the potential,
either globally or locally around φ = 0. Figure 8 indicates that such a flattening makes
the spectrum more red, and the statistical predictions for ns and αs become sharper. For
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Figure 8: The spectral index and its running as functions of the smoothness of the potential
in one-parameter variations from the baseline hyperparameters. The blue regions indicate
the 68% c.l. from Planck (TT+lowP+lensing) [5].
large Λh, this reddening of the spectra make the models significantly discrepant with current
observational bounds on ns, making it possible to rule out this particular region of hyper-
parameter space with current observations (however, by increasing i, the spectral indices at
large Λh can be made compatible with Planck again). The distribution of the running of the
spectral index is, by comparison, remarkably robust under changes to the hyperparameters.
All sampled models are compatible with current constraints on αs, and the prediction of a
small negative running remains sharp as either i is decreased or Λh is increased.
The observed relation between a flatter potential and a redder spectral index may appear
surprising at first, as flatter potentials commonly give rise to more scale-invariant spectra.
There is however a rather simple explanation of this empirical relation. The spectral index of
the perturbations depends not only on the flatness of the potential, but also on its curvature.
In a general multifield model,20 the spectral index at the end of inflation is given by [85],
ns − 1 = −2 (? + ea u?ab eb) = 2
eaV
?
abeb
V ?
− 2
(
? +
eaV
?
a V
?
b eb
V ?
)
, (3.6)
where the ? subscript denotes quantities evaluated at horizon crossing, the symmetric tensor
uab is defined as in equation (2.51), and the unit vector ea, which encodes the possible
20Assuming that at horizon crossing Σab = δabH2?/2, as we do throughout this paper.
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Figure 9: The distribution of (N end, ns) at the end of inflation (left) and the change of the
spectral index on superhorizon scales, ∆ns = nends − n?s, (right), for about 19,000 inflation
models with uniform mass spectra, again spread over values of Nf varying between 5 and 50
(the same models as in Figure 7, but without the compressed spectra models). The black
curve in the left graph shows the prediction of the single-field model discussed in Appendix
D.
superhorizon evolution of the spectral index, is defined as,
ea =
NbΓba
|NcΓcd| . (3.7)
Physically, it relates the adiabatic perturbation at the end of inflation to field perturbations
at horizon crossing. If there is no superhorizon evolution, ea is aligned with the tangent vector
of the field trajectory at N? (i.e. ea ∝ ∂aV (φ?)). However, if the spectral index evolves on
superhorizon scales, ea becomes misaligned, typically towards the most tachyonic directions.
In the approximate saddle-point models that we consider, the potentials need to be very
flat around φ = 0 in order to support sufficiently long periods of inflation, cf. Figure (5). The
spectral index will therefore be dominated by the term involving the Hessian.
In inflationary realisations giving not much more than 60 e-folds of inflation, the pivot
scale exits the horizon relatively early during inflation. At this point, the masses will not have
had time to spread out much, and the gradient will in general not be aligned with the most
tachyonic direction. The curvature perturbation will then typically undergo some evolution
on superhorizon scales, and the vector ea will develop components in both the adiabatic
direction (at N?) and the more tachyonic directions.21 A wide distribution of the spectral
index is therefore expected in this case.
By contrast, in models supporting  60 e-folds of inflation, the pivot scale typically
exits the horizon when the gradient is dominated by the third-order coefficient in the Taylor
series. In this case, the masses will have spread out more and both the gradient vector at N?
and ea will, to good approximations, be aligned with the direction of the smallest eigenvalue
of the Hessian. This results in a redder power spectrum, since the smallest mass eigenvalue
has had time to decrease further. Moreover, the variance of the spectral index is smaller in
these models, since the direction of ea is much less random. These effects are visible in Figure
9.
21This also explains why the spectral index becomes redder due to superhorizon evolution, cf. Figure 9.
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Figure 10: The spectral index and its running as a function of Nf in one-parameter variations
from the baseline together with the 68% c.l. from Planck [5].
The relation between flatter potentials and redder power spectra is now easy to under-
stand. With all else the same, a flatter potential generates more e-folds of inflation so that
the horizon crossing of the pivot scale, 55 e-folds before the end of inflation, happens corre-
spondingly later (in e-fold time) after the field has left φ = 0. As per the discussion above,
we then expect to see redder power spectra with smaller variances, which is precisely what
we see when i is decreased or Λh is increased.
We now turn to the effects of the number of fields, Nf , on the power spectrum. Figure 10
shows the how the mean values and standard deviations of ns and αs are weakly dependent on
Nf . First, we note that as Nf is increased, the spectra become less red and the variance of the
spectral index also increases, albeit slowly. This may again be explained by the correlation
between ns and the total number of e-folds of inflation: as the number of fields is increased,
the models tend to give fewer e-folds of inflation, cf. Figure 5, which leads to ea developing
non-vanishing components along multiple directions in field space.
In sum, we have found that the distribution for the spectral index in our GRF models
tends to favour red, approximately scale-invariant spectra. Some regions of the parameter
space lead to sharp predictions of excessively red spectra, and can be ruled out already with
current observations. However, large regions of hyperparameter space are compatible with
current constraints from the Planck experiment. More importantly, we have found that these
models predict, sharply and robustly, a small negative running of the spectral index. The
Planck experiment has constrained the running of the spectral index to αs = −0.0033±0.0074,
but future experiments may reach a sensitivity of σ(αs) = 10−3 [96]. A future observation of
αs & 0 or αs . −0.004 would rule out all Planck-compatible models that we have constructed.
3.4 Substantial superhorizon evolution, but also decaying isocurvature
We have seen in section 3.3 that the predictions from the random GRF models are remarkably
simple, despite the underlying potentials being highly non-trivial functions of many fields.
Indeed, the prediction of an approximate scale-invariant power spectrum with a small running
of the spectral index agree with two of the ‘generic’ predictions of single-field models of slow-
roll inflation. In this section, we investigate to what extend multifield dynamics is important
for the predictions of the manyfield GRF models.
We begin by considering the superhorizon evolution of the pivot-scale modes exiting the
horizon 55 e-folds before the end of inflation. We first recall that to linear order in the field
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Figure 11: Superhorizon evolution of the mode exiting the horizon 55 e-folds before the end
of inflation for the flat initial spectrum (left) and the compressed spectrum (right), cf. equation
(2.42). Boxes indicate first and third quartile, together with the median; ‘whiskers’ indicate
1st and 99th percentile. The left graph shows a one-parameter variation from the baseline;
the right shows models with Λh = 0.4, i = 10−10 and ηi = −10−4.
perturbations (and upon suppressing the k dependence), the modes at the end of inflation
are related to the modes at horizon exit by the transfer equation [97–99],(
ζ
Si
)
end
=
(
1 TζSj
0 TSiSj
)(
ζ
Sj
)
?
. (3.8)
For Σ∗ab ∝ δab (as we assume in this paper, cf. equation (2.59)), the superhorizon evolution of
the curvature perturbation is given by,
Pζ(Nend, k)
Pζ(N?, k)
= 1 +
Nf−1∑
i=1
T 2ζSi , (3.9)
so that, under these assumptions, superhorizon evolution can only lead to a net increase in
the power of the curvature perturbation. If Pζ(Nend, k)/Pζ(N?, k)− 1 . 10−3 for a range of
k modes, the observational predictions of the model can be regarded as safely independent
of multifield effects, and the horizon crossing power spectrum determines the observational
predictions for e.g. ns and αs. This rarely happens in manyfield models of inflation in GRF
potentials.
The box plots in Figure 11 show the effects of varying Nf on the distributions of
log10(Pζ(Nend, k?)/Pζ(N?, k?)) for both the flat (left) and compressed (right) spectra. Each
box is generated from over 1000 inflationary models, except for Nf = 20 and 25 for the com-
pressed spectrum, which were generated from 600 and 200 models, respectively. Unsurpris-
ingly, models with more fields and more compressed initial spectra exhibit larger superhorizon
evolution. However, even for the flat spectrum, models with more than 5 fields tend to evolve
substantially on superhorizon scales, so that the predictions at horizon crossing do not au-
tomatically give the predictions for observables at the end of inflation. Evidently, multi-field
effects are important in manyfield inflation in GRF potentials.
In multifield models of inflation, the curvature perturbation may evolve well past the
end of inflation, through the reheating phase. In many models of multifield inflation in
the literature, this problem is dealt with by ensuring that the fields enter an approximately
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single-field ‘adiabatic limit’ in which all but a single mode are very massive (i.e. m2 > H2)
and the isocurvature modes decay exponentially. Once the isocurvature perturbations have
decayed, the curvature perturbation ceases to evolve and the predictions are expected to
become insensitive to the details of the reheating phase. As illustrated by Figure 4, the
spectrum of the Hessian matrix of the GRF models we consider typically contains multiple
tachyonic eigenvalues at the end of inflation so that, clearly, no standard adiabatic limit is
reached. However, we will now see that isocurvature still becomes exponentially suppressed
during inflation.
At horizon crossing, Σab ∝ δab and Piso/Pζ = (Nf − 1), cf. equation (2.68). Figure 12
shows the mean values and standard deviations of the ratio Piso/Pζ evaluated at the end of
inflation in our ensembles of models. Strikingly, the power in the isocurvature mode evolves
during inflation from dominating over the curvature perturbation to becoming exponentially
suppressed. For the flat initial spectrum and Nf = 5, the ratio Piso/Pζ falls below the
numerical accuracy of our simulations. For larger Nf , this ratio typically remains exponen-
tially suppressed. Models with the highly compressed initial spectrum feature larger levels of
isocurvature at the end of inflation, but even in this extreme case, the superhorizon evolution
suppresses the isocurvature perturbations by several orders of magnitude.
The suppression of the isocurvature despite multiple tachyonic directions can be under-
stood as a consequence of the inflationary slow-roll dynamics, as discussed in [28]. To see
this, we may re-express the components of the transfer matrix (3.8) in terms of the trans-
port coefficients Γab(N,N?), using the decomposition of the fluctuations into instantaneous
adiabatic and entropic fluctuations, cf. equation (2.62):
1 =
(
?
N
)1/2
na(N) Γab nb(N?) , (3.10)
TζSi =
(
?
N
)1/2
na(N) Γab v
i
b(N?) , (3.11)
TSiSj =
(
?
N
)1/2
via(N) Γab v
j
b(N?) . (3.12)
Here N = (N) and equation (3.10) follows from the conservation of ζ in the absence of
entropic perturbations. The appearance of multiple negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix
leads to multiple growing field perturbations (and multiple eigenvalues of ΓTΓ that are greater
than 1). In slow-roll inflation, the field velocity tends to align with the smallest eigenvalue
of the Hessian matrix, cf. equation (3.3). This makes the adiabatic field perturbation grow
faster than the each of the less tachyonic entropic perturbations. However, from equation
(3.10) we see that the growth of the adiabatic field perturbation (in the absence of additional
sourcing from entropic modes) is directly related to the growth of (N).
For entropic modes that grow slower than the adiabatic perturbation, the decaying
prefactor
√
?/N cause a net suppression of isocurvature during inflation. This explains
why the isocurvature S can decay during inflation, despite the presence of multiple tachyonic
fields.
This discussion also makes it clear that the ‘straying’ behaviour of the smallest eigenvalue
of the Hessian, discussed in section 3.1.1, leads to a further suppression of isocurvature modes
during inflation. Furthermore, the associated ‘straightening’ of the field trajectory leads to
fewer opportunities for the isocurvature to source the curvature perturbation through turns
in field space, cf. equation (2.64).
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Figure 12: Isocurvature-to-curvature ratio at the end of inflation for flat (left) and com-
pressed (right) initial spectra. Other hyperparameters as in Figure 11.
In sum, in this subsection we have seen that multifield effects are typically important in
manyfield inflation, but that entropic perturbations tend to decay. While no single-field ‘adi-
abatic limit’ is reached during inflation in theses models, the large suppression of isocurvature
may shield observables from subsequent superhorizon evolution during the post-inflationary
reheating phase. It would be interesting to apply our construction of GRF potentials to in-
vestigate the evolution of the adiabatic and entropic perturbations in reheating models with
many interacting fields in more detail.
4 Result II: At large Nf , GRF and RMT models largely agree
A key motivation behind this work is to use mathematically simple constructions of manyfield
systems to search for mechanisms that may drive observables to simple and robust predictions.
Identifying such mechanisms could prove very helpful in analysing more complicated manyfield
models motivated by fundamental theory. However, even for a given class of mathematically
simple models, it can be hard to separate its particularities from the properties that may
be more broadly applicable. It is therefore important to test the predictions of any class
of models by comparing to the predictions of independent constructions. To make such
comparisons useful, the different classes of models should share some rough similarities, but
be fundamentally different in their details. For our purposes, we are interested in models
of small-field, slow-roll, saddle-point inflation with many interacting fields. Fortunately, our
construction of GRF models in this paper and the construction of random DBM potentials
of [26, 28] now provide two such classes of theories, thus allowing the first critical tests of
possible ‘universal’ predictions of random manyfield models of inflation.
In this section, we first briefly review the differences and similarities between the DBM
models and our GRF models in section 4.1. Our discussion highlights the differences in the
evolution of the Hessian matrix, but also clarifies the context of recent discussions on the
equilibrium spectra of single-field and effectively single-field GRF models [52, 55]. In section
4.2, we then provide a first detailed comparison between the observational predictions of the
DBM and GRF models. A brief review of the DBM construction can be found in Appendix
E. We refer the reader to references [26, 28] for a more detailed discussion on the properties
of DBM potentials.
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4.1 Comparison of DBM and GRF potentials
The DBM construction of [26] led to the first explicit studies of models of inflation with
many interacting fields in random potentials. As we mentioned in section 1 however, this
prescription differs from GRF models in that the cubic and higher-order terms of the potential
are regulator-dependent. In this section, we will discuss how some properties the Hessian
matrices differ between the GRF and DBM potentials. For the purpose of clarity, we first
compare the ‘equilibrium spectra’ of the models, i.e. the eigenvalue distribution of the Hessian
matrix at some randomly chosen point in field space, and we then turn to the evolution of
the Hessian, e.g. from a fine-tuned initial configuration to the equilibrium.
The equilibrium spectra of GRF and DBM models
In equation (2.28), we saw that the Hessian matrix in the GRF models consists of a GOE
matrix and shift, proportional to the unit matrix times the negative of the value of the
potential. We also noted that for Nf  1 and typical values of the potential, this shift had a
very small effect on the spectrum of the GRF. This way, the spectrum of the simplest GRF
models is very similar to that of the simplest DBM model, which omits the shift entirely. In
the light of this, it may appear surprising that a recent study claimed that the equilibrium
spectrum constitutes a fundamental difference between the GRF and DBM models [55]. We
here provide the context for these claims.
First, the variance of the GOE matrix in the simplest GRF model is fixed by the choice
of covariance function. For equation (2.6), this leads to a width of the Wigner semi-circle
spectrum of 4
√
Nf , cf. equation (2.25). In the DBM model, the variance is a free parameter
which is typically chosen so that the spectrum has an Nf -independent width. This choice
makes it convenient to compare systems with different number of fields within a fixed mass-
range, but other choices are possible, and clearly, the width of the equilibrium eigenvalue
spectrum can hardly be described as a fundamental difference between the DBM and GRF
constructions.
Second, one can try to make the shift of the spectrum more important even during
inflation. To do so, one may attempt to inflate near the bottom of the potential, where
the semi-circle spectrum is significantly ‘up-shifted’ from the centred Wigner semi-circle law.
However, for the mean zero GRF models, any upward shift of spectrum only occurs for
negative values of the potential, making inflation impossible. To construct models in which the
shift is important, one may add to the mean-zero GRF a large, field-independent cosmological
constant of size O(2√NfΛ4v).22 The uplifted potential will then have a typical, 1σ range of
(2
√
Nf ± 1)Λ4v, as opposed to ±Λ4v for the mean-zero GRF. By construction, the equilibrium
spectrum for small values of the potential is now a Wigner semi-circle with the left edge
shifted to zero, and no tachyonic eigenvalues. We briefly discuss manyfield inflation in this
class of potentials in Appendix F.
The substantially shifted spectrum of the Hessian of the modified GRF potential is (by
construction) discrepant with the centred Wigner semi-circle, and thereby the equilibrium
spectrum of the standard DBM model. This was key to the argument of reference [55], which
proposed this discrepancy as a fundamental difference between DBM and GRF models. How-
ever, due to the simplicity of equation (2.28), it is straightforward to modify the DBM model
22 The addition of a large field-independent cosmological constant may appear ad-hoc, and to our knowledge,
lacks a clear physical motivation. For example, sources of energy density in string compactifications tend to
be moduli-dependent in the Einstein frame.
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to capture the spectrum of any such modified GRF model.23 Thus, it appears challenging to
use simplistic arguments based on the equilibrium spectra of the DBM and GRF models to
identify fundamental differences between these constructions.
The evolution of the Hessian matrix
The evolution of the Hessian matrix as the field traverses some path in field space constitutes
a fundamental difference between the DBM and GRF constructions, even if the equilibrium
spectra coincide. This difference is evident in the relaxation of the eigenvalues of the Hessian
from an atypical initial configuration to the equilibrium configuration, as can bee seen by
comparing the 100-field DBM model of Figure 4 of reference [28] to our 100-field GRF model
of Figure 4. The spectra of the GRF models relax in a much more linear, regular fashion.
Moreover, in section 3.1.1 we showed that the statistical properties of the cubic terms in GRF
potentials lead to ‘straying’ smallest eigenvalues in slow-roll inflation. This phenomenon has
no counterpart in DBM models.
In sum, while both DBM and GRF models can be used to describe manyfield inflation,
the two constructions are independent and differ substantially in several ways. Thus, by
comparing the predictions of these two classes of models, we may search for robust and
model-independent signatures of many-field dynamics during inflation.
4.2 Comparison of DBM and GRF predictions
In this section, we assess the robustness of the predictions from manyfield models of inflation
by comparing our results derived in this paper to those derived from DBM models in [28].
The results of reference [28] were organised into ‘seven lessons’. We here test each of them.
1. Manyfield inflation is not single-field inflation. One immediate aspect of mul-
tifield models of inflation is that they typically contain several fields with masses not
much larger than the Hubble parameter. Such ‘light’ fields cannot be integrated out,
and commonly contribute to multifield effects that impact observables. In this sense,
manyfield models of inflation are clearly not identical to single-field models.
In [26] however, it was shown that some aspects of the DBM models at large Nf (such
as the distribution of e-folds), could be modelled by a single-field model. Reference [30]
elaborated on this single-field model to estimate the spectral index of the large-Nf DBM
models, however this single-field estimate was discrepant with the actual distribution
computed from the DBM multifield models [27, 28]. Thus, single-field models have had
a limited success in describing the properties of manyfield DBM models. Moreover,
intrinsically multifield effects such as superhorizon evolution of the curvature perturba-
tion are common in DBM models, which indicates that manyfield inflation differ from
single-field inflation.
We have seen that in manyfield GRFmodels, multifield effects are also common: the field
explores multiple directions in field space, isocurvature modes can be important, and the
curvature perturbation typically evolves on superhorizon scales. These effects cannot
be captured by a single-field model so that, evidently, manyfield inflation is different
23For example, in direct analogy with equation (2.28), one may take vtotab = v
DBM
ab + δabfshift(v0), where only
vDBMab undergoes Dyson Brownian Motion, and the new term encodes the desired shift of the spectrum.
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from single-field inflation.24 It can still be interesting to explore how well a simple
single-field model can capture the results of the GRF manyfield models. In Appendix
D, we construct such a single-field model and show that its predictions qualitatively
(but not quantitatively) agree with the more complicated GRF models.
In conclusion, for both GRF and DBM models, manyfield inflation is different from
single-field inflation.
2. The larger the number of fields, the simpler and sharper the predictions.
For small Nf , the power spectra generated by the DBM models are heavily featured,
and deviate strongly from scale-invariance. However, as Nf is increased, the predictions
of these models become simpler, and the power spectra much more regular [27]. For
Nf & 10, the power spectra tend to be well described by an approximate power law,
with a spectral index close to unity, and with a small negative running [27, 28].
By contrast, the GRF models studied here give simple predictions already for small
Nf . As Nf is increased, the generated power spectra remain simple, but many of the
predictions are only weakly dependent on Nf .
Thus, the DBM and GRF constructions differ in that the predictions of the former
become simple as Nf is increased, while those of the latter are simple already for small
Nf . At large Nf , both constructions predict simple power spectra.
3. Planck compatibility is not rare, but future experiments may rule out this
class of models. For Nf & 10 in DBM models, the power spectra tend to be well
described by an approximate power law, with a spectral index close to unity, and with
a small negative running. These models can easily be compatible with current obser-
vational constraints on the power spectrum, and make a rather sharp prediction for a
small negative running of the spectral index: −0.004 . αs . 0 at 1σ [27, 28].
In section 3.3, we saw that the GRF models predict a spectral index close to unity, and
make a sharp prediction of a small negative running. Comparing Figure 7 to Figure
10 of [28], we see that the predictions of the two constructions also qualitatively agree:
red spectra tend to be favoured, but (for a wide range of hyperparameters) not so red
as to be incompatible with Planck observations. The prediction for the running is in
both cases sharper than that for ns, and the prediction from the GRF model agrees
quantitatively with, but is sharper than, the prediction from the DBM models.
We conclude that observational compatibility and the prediction of a small negative
running appear to be quite robust predictions of manyfield inflation in random poten-
tials.
4. The smoother the potentials, the sharper the predictions. Reference [28] found
that flattening the DBM potential by increasing ΛDBMh or decreasing i led to sharper
statistical predictions. In Figure 8, we have seen that the same sharpening occurs also
for GRF models.
24 Recently, reference [55] studied a GRF-motivated ‘multifield’ system with one light and many heavy
fields, finding that this model gives rise to single-field dynamics. As we are interested in inflation with many
dynamically important fields, our assumptions for the initial configuration differ from that of [55], and the
question that we explore here – whether manyfield systems can be effectively described as single-field models –
also differ significantly from whether an effectively single-field system is well-described by a single-field system.
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Figure 13: The total number of e-folds and ns as functions of ηi, with other parameters as
in the baseline and together with the 68% c.l. from Planck [5].
5. Hyperparameters can transition from stiff to sloppy A key finding of reference
[26] was that ‘eigenvalue repulsion’ sharply reduces the duration of inflation near a
critical point of the DBM potentials: even if the curvature of the potential is fine-
tuned to be small at the critical point, small cross-couplings in the Hessian cause the
curvature to grow in the neighbourhood of the critical point. As the field evolves
from φ = 0 in DBM models, the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix relax towards the
equilibrium configuration, and quickly spoil any initial fine-tuning of the ηV parameter.
As a consequence, it was shown in [26] that the number of e-folds becomes independent
of ηi for |ηi| . 0.01. Reference [28] furthermore showed that also the spectral index and
its running are independent of |ηi|, if similarly small, and interpreted this behaviour as
a ‘stiff-to-sloppy’ transition of the hyperparameter ηi.
As discussed in section 4.1, the evolution of the Hessian matrix in the DBM and GRF
models differ significantly, and the ηi-dependence of the predictions of the GRF models
provides a non-trivial test of the robustness of the DBM results. This is particularly
interesting as reference [55] recently used an effectively single-field system motivated by
uplifted GRF potentials to propose that the ‘steepening’ responsible for the ηi indepen-
dence is absent in GRF models.25
For the GRF models studied in this paper, Figure 13 settles this question. For −ηi &
0.01, the predictions depend strongly on ηi, as the initial curvature of the potential
curbs the duration of inflation. By contrast, for −ηi . 0.01 the predictions become
independent of the precise value of ηi, as the initial fine-tuning of the Hessian matrix is
quickly spoiled when the field moves away from the saddle-point. The distribution of
the number of e-folds and the predictions for ns then stabilise, and become independent
of ηi. The running, αs, while not plotted, is independent of ηi whenever ns is. Thus,
while the evolution of the Hessian matrix differ between GRF and DBM models, the
prediction of ηi independence holds for both constructions. This strongly suggests that
in models in which the eigenvalue spectrum relaxes from an initial, fine-tuned spectrum
to a more generic spectrum that includes some tachyonic eigenvalues, the predictions
become independent of the initial curvature of the potential for small |ηi|.
25The authors of references [52, 55] also state that this ‘steepening’ leads to strong deviations from scale-
invariance in DBM models of inflation, but the power spectra of these models are commonly consistent with
small deviations from scale invariance [27, 28].
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6. Despite tachyons, isocurvature can decay. In section 3.4, we found that despite
the presence of multiple tachyons, isocurvature tends to decay during inflation in GRF
models. This suppression of isocurvature was previously observed in DBM models in
[28], and was there similarly explained as a dynamical consequence of multi-field slow-
roll inflation. Comparing our Figure 12 to Figure 17 of [28], we see that dependence of
the end-of-inflation values of Piso(k?)/Pζ(k?) on Nf qualitatively agree between DBM
and GRF models: for small Nf , the suppression is most severe, but it remains exponen-
tial for large Nf .
Our work provides suggestive evidence for a rather model-independent suppression of
isocurvature perturbations in small-field slow-roll inflation. This is non-trivial, as no
single-field ‘adiabatic limit’ is reached in these models, which typically contain many
tachyons.
7. Eigenvalue repulsion drives the predictions. In DBM models, several of the
predictions at large Nf can be explained by eigenvalue repulsion [26–28]. In particular,
the non-generic spectrum in the initial patch quickly relaxes towards the Wigner semi-
circle distribution as a consequence of eigenvalue repulsion. This relaxation explains the
independence on ηi, the tendency towards red spectral indices, the negative running,
and the observed regularity of the power spectra for large Nf .
In GRF models, the eigenvalues of the Hessian repel in a linear fashion over small
field-space distances, leading to the cone of eigenvalue trajectories observed in Figure
4. In section 3.1.1, we showed that the statistical properties of the cubic terms of GRF
potentials lead to a ‘straying’ behaviour of the smallest eigenvalue in slow-roll inflation,
which is then repelled to tachyonic values at a faster rate than other eigenvalues. Also for
the GRF models, we have been able to relate the predictions of the model to properties
of the relaxation of the spectrum from a fine-tuned initial configuration to the (slightly
shifted) semi-circle. Thus, also for the GRF models, eigenvalue repulsion drives the
predictions.
In sum, six out of the seven ‘lessons’ from manyfield inflation in DBM potentials derived
in [28] apply also to manyfield inflation in GRF potentials. The single lesson for which the
predictions differ involves the properties of the models for small Nf , in which the details of
the constructions evidently are very important. For Nf  1, the predictions of these very
different constructions agree, which may be indicative of an emergent limit of inflation in
which disparate classes of potentials make the same ‘universal’ predictions.
5 Result III: fNL ∼ O(1) is very rare in manyfield inflation
We are now ready to discuss the main result of this paper: the levels of primordial non-
Gaussianities (NGs) generated in models of manyfield inflation with random potentials. Up-
coming cosmological experiments are set to target fNL ≡ f localNL , and are expected to reach
a sensitivity of σ(fNL) ∼ O(1) over the next few years [7–13]. The results presented in this
section provide important insights into what we can realistically hope to learn from these
experiments.
In inflationary models with multiple canonically normalised fields, the level of non-
Gaussianity at horizon exit is commonly very small [15, 16]. Substantial amplitudes of local
NG, i.e. fNL ∼ O(1), can be generated through superhorizon evolution of the curvature
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Figure 14: Values for fNL and ns for 25,000 random inflation models, spanning values of Nf
between 5 and 50 (the same as in Figure 7). The black line in the right plot indicates the
single-field consistency condition: fNL = 512(ns − 1). NB: the graph on the right excludes six
points with |fNL| > 1.
perturbation, either during inflation or after the end of inflation (cf. e.g. [15, 16, 100–105]
and [14] for a review). In this section, we use the transport method and δN formalism to
compute fNL in our ensembles of randomly generated models of manyfield inflation.
The main result of this section is illustrated by Figure 14: here ns and fNL are plotted
for an aggregate of 25,000 random inflation models, spanning values of Nf between 5 and 50,
with both flat and compressed initial mass spectra, cf. equation (2.42). The levels of non-
Gaussianity is generally very small for these models, with the vast majority having fNL ∼
O(0.01). Out of the 25,000 models, only six had values of |fNL| > 1 (these fall outside the
boundaries of the right plot of Figure 14). Moreover, most realisations even approximately
follow the single-field consistency condition between fNL and ns. For the baseline ensemble
of 1000 models (with parameters as in equation (2.44)), we find fNL = −0.012 ± 0.008 (at
68% confidence level).
Single-field inflation generates only small levels of NG, and multifield effects are necessary
for large fNL. However, multifield effects do not suffice to ensure |fNL| ∼ O(1). The left plot
of Figure 15 shows the relation between fNL and the superhorizon evolution, as given by
log10 (Pζ(Nend)/Pζ(N?)), for these 25,000 models of inflation. Large values of fNL are only
observed in models with some level of superhorizon evolution, but many models with a large
ratio of Pζ(Nend)/Pζ(N?) produce low levels of non-Gaussianity.
There is however a stronger relation between large fNL and the amount of surviving
power in the isocurvature modes at the end of inflation, as the right plot of Figure 15 shows.
All the cases with large fNL have a ratio of isocurvature modes to adiabatic modes (at k = k?)
of at least O(0.01). In these models, the curvature perturbation may continue to evolve after
the end of inflation, and it is necessary to model the reheating phase to determine the final
value of fNL relevant for CMB and Large Scale Structure (LSS) experiments. Only in a
handful instances with the highly compressed initial mass spectrum did fNL increase to O(1)
during inflation, but decrease again by the end of it. In Appendix F, we provide case studies
of a typical 100-field model (with small fNL) and one of the rare cases of a 25-field model
yielding fNL ∼ O(1).
The statistical prediction of small fNL is robust under changes to the hyperparameters.
The number of fields, Nf , has no noticeable effect on fNL: large NGs are rare for all values
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Figure 15: Superhorizon evolution and surviving isocurvature for the same models as in
Figure 14.
we have considered. We find a weak dependence on the flatness of the potential: when the
potential becomes very flat and the superhorizon evolution decreases (cf. our discussion in
section 3.3), the values of fNL follow the single-field consistency relation very closely, and large
values of fNL become more rare. We find that fNL is independent of |ηi|, except the largest
values of |ηi| we investigate, for which large values of fNL become slightly more common.
The initial mass spectrum at φ = 0 does however have a clear impact on the levels of fNL
generated. For the flat spectrum with the eigenvalues of the Hessian uniformly distributed
between 3ηH2 and 9H2/4, large values of fNL are exceedingly rare: in 19,000 examples with
values of Nf varying between 5 and 50 we found only one model with large fNL (see Appendix
F). By contrast, with the (rather extremely) compressed initial spectrum where the masses
are spread between 3ηH2 and −3ηH2, we saw 5 in a sample of around 6,000. Thus, while
large values of fNL are still rare, near-degenerate initial spectra appear to make large NGs
more frequent.
5.1 Why so small?
We have found that in randomly generated models of inflation involving many coupled fields,
large values of fNL are very rare. In this section, we discuss the main reasons for this sup-
pression of non-Gaussianities.
The smallness of fNL in our class of models resonates with previous results on the
generation of non-Gaussianity through non-derivative interactions during multifield inflation.
Reference [16] derived an analytic formula for fNL in multifield models of inflation with sum-
separable potentials (thereby generalising the two-field result of [15]), and found that large
non-Gaussianities are very rare in slow-roll models with Nf free fields. In particular, fNL was
found not to be enhanced as Nf was increased, consistent with our findings. Moreover, two-
field models generating large non-Gaussianities during inflation tend to require substantial
levels of fine-tuning, cf. [14, 18, 106–108].
To understand the smallness of fNL in these random manyfield models, it is illuminating
to consider the re-expression of the δN formula for fNL derived in [18, 19]. In our notation,
generating large fNL in slow-roll, slow-turn models of multifield inflation requires a large
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contribution from the term,
fNL ⊃ 5
6
√
2?
T 2ζS(
1 + T 2ζS
)2 hj∂∗j TζS . (5.1)
Here TζS ≡
(∑
i T
2
ζSi
)1/2
, and hi = eb vib(N
∗)/|ec vjc(N∗)|, cf. equations (2.62), (3.7) and
(3.11). Here also, ∂∗j denotes a derivative with respect to the field-space position of the
trajectory at horizon crossing in an entropic direction. Equation (5.1) has two important
consequences: first, to generate large NG, some superhorizon evolution of the curvature per-
turbation is necessary (TζS 6= 0). However, too much superhorizon evolution suppresses fNL.
Second, large fNL is only possible if the level of superhorizon evolution of Pζ is a very sensitive
function of the initial conditions, so that |hj∂∗j TζS | & O(1/
√
?).
In our GRF models, TζS is commonly O(1), and the factor T 2ζS/(1 + T 2ζS)2 does not
strongly suppress fNL. However, the amount of superhorizon evolution is rarely a highly
sensitive function of the initial conditions: trajectories separated by some small, initial per-
turbations |δφ∗⊥|  Λh tend to follow very similar paths in field space, and do not generate
drastically different TζS . Consequently, |hj∂∗j TζS | is typically not large enough to generate
appreciable levels of NGs.
The decay of isocurvature in multifield, saddle-point models of inflation (cf. our discus-
sion in section 3.4) contributes to the typical smallness of fNL. When the entropic perturba-
tions Si have decayed sufficiently, TζS ceases to be sourced, and no additional initial condition
dependence is induced. This way, the decay of Si limits the period during which large NGs
could be generated. We also note that TζS tends to be sensitive to the initial conditions
precisely when entropic, off-trajectory perturbations are important. This provides a heuristic
explanation for why the isocurvature tends to be large in the few examples we found with
fNL ∼ O(1).
We close this section by noting how large fNL may be more frequent in modifications
of our construction. Models with very sharp turns or in which nearby classical background
trajectories rapidly diverge can lead to substantial non-Gaussianities (see e.g. [109, 110]). In
our construction of the potentials, cf. equation (2.7), all terms in the potential are suppressed
by the same ‘UV cutoff scale’ Λh, which makes features or sharp turns on scales  Λh very
rare, even if the interaction terms are random. Large fNL may be more common in multi-scale
potentials with features on small scales, at least if these appear along the trajectory before
the isocurvature has decayed.
Finally, our results do not preclude large values of fNL being generated after inflation,
during the reheating phase, as is the case in many ‘spectator’ models, cf. [111–115]. However,
in models with general interactions and exponentially suppressed isocurvature at the end of
inflation, generating large fNL through reheating dynamics may remain challenging.
To get a rough sense of the reheating dynamics required in order for isocurvature to
become relevant during reheating, we consider a modified version of the curvaton scenario
[112] with two fields: the inflaton, φ, and the curvaton, σ. For simplicity, we assume that
the fields are free, without mutual interactions, and decay instantaneously at H(tφ) = Γφ
and H(tσ) = Γσ < Γφ, respectively. The inflaton is assumed to decay into radiation, which
initially dominates the energy density, while σ oscillates around the vacuum, with an energy
density that red-shifts like matter. At the time tσ, the curvaton is assumed to have come to
dominate the energy density. The total energy density during the period tφ < t < tσ is given
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by,
ρ = ρr + ρσ = ρr(tφ)
(
a(tφ)
a(t)
)4
+ ρσ(tφ)
(
a(tφ)
a(t)
)3
. (5.2)
With these assumptions, the total curvature perturbation is given by [112],
ζ =
4ζr + 3
ρσ
ρr
ζσ
4 + 3ρσρr
, (5.3)
where ζr and ζσ are separately conserved and respectively correspond to the curvature pertur-
bations induced by φ and σ. Highly suppressed isocurvature at the end of inflation corresponds
to ζr  ζσ (this assumption differs from those of the curvaton scenario in which ζr is taken
to be negligibly small). The curvaton will become important during reheating if,
ρσ(tσ)
ρr(tσ)
& ζr
ζσ
. (5.4)
Using equation (5.2), we may write this condition as,(
ρσ(tφ)
ρr(tφ)
)(
ρσ(tφ)
3Γ2σM
2
Pl
)1/3
& ζr
ζσ
. (5.5)
Writing ρσ(tφ) = β ρr(tφ) for β  1, this equation can be written as a simple condition on
the decay rates,
Γφ
Γσ
& 1
β2
(
ζr
ζs
)3/2
. (5.6)
This indicates that an exponential hierarchy of decay rates is necessary for initially suppressed
isocurvature to become important during reheating. We note in closing that this argument is
simplified and relies on assumptions that are not expected to hold for GRF potentials (e.g. the
absence of interactions). We expect to return to the question of manyfield reheating in more
detail in future work (see also [116–119] for some recent studies of this and related questions).
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied inflation in models with multiple fields subject to randomly
generated interaction terms. We have used Gaussian random fields (GRFs) with a Gaussian
covariance function to model the scalar potentials locally around an approximate saddle-
point in field space. These potentials admit an interpretation as proxies for physical effective
field theories, and exhibit structure over field space distances of Λh < MPl. By identifying
and systematically applying algebraic simplifications to the covariance matrix of the Taylor
coefficients, we have for the first time been able to use this method to construct explicit scalar
potentials with many interacting fields. Our examples include 100-field models involving 97
million independent, randomly generated couplings.
We used these potentials to construct models of slow-roll inflation with many dynam-
ically important fields, i.e. models of manyfield inflation. By using the transport method
and the δN formalism, we computed the primordial perturbations generated during inflation,
including the curvature and isocurvature modes, and the amplitude of local non-Gaussianity,
fNL. These studies led to several novel results.
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Summary of findings
As the fields evolve from the approximate saddle-point where the mass spectrum is fine-
tuned, the eigenvalues of the Hessian ‘relax’ towards a shifted semi-circle distribution. This
relaxation is, over short distances, driven by the cubic terms in the potential. We have shown
that a combination of the statistical properties of Gaussian random fields and the dynamics
of multifield slow-roll inflation leads to a particularly fast relaxation of the smallest eigenvalue
of the Hessian, making it ‘stray’ from the other eigenvalues. This ‘straying’ has important
consequences for the observational predictions of the models.
The generated power spectra of the GRF models are very simple, close to scale-invariant
and well-described by an approximate power law. We have shown that large regions of the
(hyper-)parameter space are compatible with current observational constraints on the spectral
index. However, some regions, in particular those describing very flat potentials, are already
ruled out by the Planck experiment.
These models make a robust prediction for the running of the spectral index. A small
negative running is vastly preferred, and a future observation of αs outside the range −0.004 ≤
αs ≤ 0 would, together with existing Planck constraints, rule out all models that we have
constructed. For our baseline 10-field model (cf. equation (2.44)), we find αs = −0.00143 ±
0.00034 (at 68% confidence level).
A striking aspect of these models is that while several fields go tachyonic during infla-
tion and the curvature perturbation commonly evolves significantly on superhorizon scales,
the power in the isocurvature modes decays during inflation. We have explained this phe-
nomenon, also observed in [28], as a consequence of multifield slow-roll dynamics, in which the
adiabatic mode tends to align with the most rapidly growing field perturbation. The suppres-
sion is further enhanced by the ‘straying’ of the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix.
The exponential suppression of isocurvature during multifield slow-roll inflation makes the
predictions less sensitive to the details of the reheating phase, and could make models in-
volving large numbers of dynamically important fields comfortably compatible with CMB
constraints on isocurvature.
We have furthermore critically assessed the similarities and differences between our mod-
els and those recently constructed using the random matrix theory ‘DBM’ technique [26–28].
We have argued that these constructions provide fundamentally different descriptions for
the evolution of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix,26 yet strikingly, six out of the seven
‘lessons’ from manyfield inflation in DBM potentials found in reference [28] also hold for
our GRF models, with the only difference being related to properties of the models at small
Nf . This suggests that, at large Nf , these very different constructions may fall in the same
‘universality class’ of inflationary models.
Finally, we computed the level of local non-Gaussianity (NG) generated by multifield
effects on superhorizon scales and found that, typically, it is very small, with |fNL|  1.
For the baseline parameters we found fNL = −0.012 ± 0.008 (at 68% confidence level). The
smallness of fNL is largely independent of the choice of hyperparameters, and constitutes a
robust statistical prediction of these models. We found that fNL is typically small even in
models in which multifield effects are important and in which the superhorizon evolution of
the perturbations is substantial. In a handful of models, we found fNL ∼ O(1). However,
all models with large fNL that we found also have comparatively large levels of isocurvature
26By contrast, the equilibrium spectra of these models only differ superficially, and are easily rendered
compatible. Our discussion in sections 2.3 and 4 may be useful for readers interested in the context of some
recent results comparing GRF and RMT models [52, 55, 70].
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remaining at the end of inflation, which may affect the predictions of the models through
the reheating phase. We have argued that the suppression of fNL is a consequence of the
robustness of the multifield evolution to small modifications of the initial conditions, and the
decay of isocurvature during inflation.
Our results indicate that multifield models of inflation do not generically predict fNL ∼
O(1), and that large classes of models including the slow-roll, saddle-point GRF models we
have constructed, typically yield |fNL|  1. This suggests that a future detection of fNL of
order unity would point to rather special, non-random inflationary dynamics.
Future directions
There are a number of possible extensions to this work. We anticipate that our method can
be varied and applied to other scenarios involving GRF potentials. Our focus in this paper
has been on inflation for typical values of the potential in the simplest mean-zero GRFs,
and we have only briefly discussed some variations involving a field-independent cosmological
constant in Appendix F. There, we found a remarkable agreement of the predictions between
saddle-point models of inflation for the mean-zero and the ‘uplifted’ GRF models. It would be
interesting to obtain a broader understanding of the possible range of multifield inflationary
scenarios that can be investigated through GRF potentials. Moreover, our choices for the
initial conditions at the approximate saddle point have been motivated by simplicity, and
could be generalised.
In section 2.3.2, we noted that our class of potentials share many properties with physical
effective field theories valid below the cutoff scale Λh. Features on scales  Λh are very
rare in such models. It would be interesting to investigate multiple-scale extensions of this
construction, in which such sharp features would be more common. Relatedly, it would be
interesting to apply our methods to theories in which the mass-scale of the fields is naturally
of the order of the Hubble parameter, for example by constructing supergravity theories
with randomly generated superpotentials [36]. Such a description could also make it possible
to tighten the connection between mathematically simple models of manyfield inflation and
fundamental physics.
By truncating the potential at a very high order, nmax  1, it is also possible to use our
method to describe large potential ‘landscapes’ for models with a few fields (cf. Figure 1).
This can be applied to study manyfield dynamics in the post-inflationary reheating phase,
which may lead to further insights into the evolution and fate of isocurvature perturbations
and non-Gaussianities. With a larger landscape it becomes possible to follow both the fields
and their perturbations through the inflationary phase and then down to the vacuum. This
has however has been left for future work. These high-order, low-dimensional potentials can
also be large enough to include false vacua, inflationary regions, and ‘final’ vacua with small
cosmological constants, and may serve as testing grounds for various other theoretical ideas.
Finally, we have limited our studies to geometrically flat field spaces (φ ∈ RNf ), and
it would be very interesting to include derivative interactions and non-trivial field space
geometries. Highly curved field spaces can have strong impact on the background dynamics
(see e.g. [110, 120–124]), but already weak interactions can lead to bispectrum signals beyond
the local shape. For example, interactions between a single, light, self-interacting isocurvature
field, Σ, and the inflaton, Φ, of the form,
Lmix = −1
2
Σ
Λ
(∂Φ)2 , (6.1)
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can lead to large amplitude non-Gaussianities, even if Λ H [125, 126]. Finally, these models
could be extended to include non-minimal couplings of the fields to gravity, cf. e.g. [127–131].
In closing, we note that the method developed in this paper opens a new window towards
general models of inflation with many fields subject to non-trivial interactions. Our findings
speak for the robustness of the inflationary paradigm: adiabatic, approximate scale-invariant
and nearly Gaussian perturbations are commonly regarded as the ‘generic predictions’ of
single-field slow-roll inflation. In this paper, we have shown that even highly complex models
of manyfield inflation produce very similar predictions. We anticipate that these results can
be useful in interpreting the outcomes of future cosmological observations.
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A Formulae for the covariance matrices
Once all the lower-order Taylor coefficients of the same type have been fixed, the covariance
matrix is a diagonal matrix where the entries are given by a simple combinatorial factor. This
factor is the product of the factorials of the number of times each number appears in the set
of indices. Equivalently, this is just the number of ways one can pair up numbers of the same
values from two identical sets of indices.
Every time we fix some Taylor coefficients, we need to shift the expectation values of
the higher-order Taylor coefficients, as shown in equation 2.9. Let us for convenience denote
the matrix corresponding to Σ21Σ−111 by Eαβ , where β corresponds to some set of indices at
the order that was just fixed and α corresponds to some higher-order indices. For Eαβ to
be non-zero it must be possible to simultaneously pair up every index in β with an identical
index in α. For a given sets of indices α and β, the value of the component Eαβ is determined
as follows:
1. Multiply the number of ways the indices in α can be paired with identical indices in
β by the number of ways the remaning indices in α can be paired up with each other
(again, indices can only be paired up with others of the same value).
2. There is an overall minus sign if the orders differ by an odd multiple of two.
3. Finally divide by the above-mentioned combinatorial factor for β.
These matrices are generally sparse, and remain easy to use and store even as the number of
fields becomes large.
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B Numerical method
Background evolution
Equation (2.47) comprises a set of Nf coupled, non-linear first-order ordinary differential
equations, and its general solution is not known. For large Nf , solving it numerically can
also be challenging: the right hand side may involve many of millions of terms encoding the
various interactions between the fields. We now discuss our method for evolving the fields.
To solve equation (2.47), we approximate the full potential in very small regions around
the trajectory to quadratic order, and solve the evolution of the background in a step-by-step
manner with a multiderivative method. More precisely, for some small e-fold step ∆N , we
write the solution as,
∆φa(∆N) = ∆φ
(1)
a ∆N +
1
2
∆φ(2)a ∆N
2 +O(∆N3) . (B.1)
Substituting this Ansatz into the slow-roll equations and matching order-by-order in ∆N , we
find,
∆φ(1)a = −
Va
V
, (B.2)
∆φ(2)a =
VabVb
V 2
− VaVbVb
V 3
. (B.3)
When implementing this solution, it is of course important to make sure that the second
order term in the solution is much smaller than the first-order term; otherwise the series is
not a good approximation to the solution. The number of small patches needed depends
on the individual realisation, and on hyperparameters such as the initial spectrum, and the
number of fields. For 50 fields, we typically find that breaking up the inflationary trajectory
to around 2000 small patches suffices to keep the step-size small enough for this method to
be numerically accurate.
When working with potentials with many millions of interaction terms, finding the local
values of the Taylor coefficients in each patch can be come computationally intensive. To
ameliorate this problem, we approximate the fifth order Taylor expanded potential in moder-
ately small regions by lower order Taylor series involving fewer terms. For 50 fields, we may
approximate the potential to fourth order in around 60 such moderately small regions for each
inflationary realisation. We then use this lower order potential to compute the second order
Taylor coefficients in the very small local patches used in the solution of equation (2.47). We
note however that the calculations of non-Gaussianity are very sensitive to numerical errors,
so care is needed to ensure that the computation is sufficiently accurate.
Perturbations
As first pointed out in [27, 28], the transport method is easily implemented in a patch-by-patch
manner. The propagator Γab transports the perturbation between spatially flat hypersurfaces
and satisfies the chain rule,
Γab(N3, N1) = Γac(N3, N2)Γcb(N2, N1) . (B.4)
In a sufficiently small patch, say N2 −N1 = ∆N  1 the propagator (2.53) simplifies to,
Γab(N2, N1) = exp (∆N uab) , (B.5)
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where uab = uab(N1+∆N/2) ≈ uab(N1) ≈ uab(N2). The full propagator from horizon crossing
to the end of inflation is then obtained by left-multiplication of all subsequent propagators
[27, 28], i.e.
Γtotab (Nend, N
?) = Γacp(Nend, Np) Γcpcp−1(Np, Np−1) . . .Γc2c1(N2, N1) Γc1b(N1, N
?) . (B.6)
Similarly, Γabc can be simplified by splitting up the integral (2.54) into many parts,
Γdef (Ni+1, Ni) =
∫ N i+1
N i
dN ′Γdµ(Ni+1, N ′)uµνρ(N ′)Γνe(N ′, Ni)Γρf (N ′, Ni) , (B.7)
Γabc(N,N
?) =
p∑
i=0
Γad(N,Ni+1)Γdef (Ni+1, Ni)Γeb(Ni, N
?)Γfc(Ni, N
?) , (B.8)
where N0 = N? and Np+1 = N . Assuming the step size is sufficiently small, we can with
good accuracy evaluate Γdef (Ni+1, Ni) as,
Γdef (Ni+1, Ni) '
∫ N i+1
N i
dN ′ e[(N
i+1−N ′)udµ] uµνρ(N ′) e[(N
′−N i)uνe] e[(N
′−N i)uρf ] , (B.9)
which is easily evaluated numerically. Once the Γab(Ni+1, Ni) and Γdef (Ni+1, Ni) have been
calculated for all steps, they can be used to calculate power spectrum and fNL modes crossing
the horizon at any point during inflation. Moreover, by doing the gauge transformation to a
constant energy density surface (cf. equations (2.56), and (2.57)) at any point during inflation,
we can follow the evolution of the power spectrum and fNL on superhorizon scales.
C Ensembles of models
For each of the initial conditions below we ran 2,000 simulations, giving us more than 1,000
successful inflation models (N ≥ 60) for all ICs except near certain fringes of the parameter
space (e.g. very small Λh or large i). The analysis of the perturbations was only done for
the models which gave at least 60 e-folds of inflation.
Varying Nf
Λh Mass spectrum Gradient direction i ηi Nf
0.4 Uniform Random 2 · 10−9 −10−4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35, 40, 45, 50
0.4 Compressed Random 1 · 10−10 −10−4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
0.4 Uniform Aligned 5 · 10−10 −10−4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
0.4 Uniform, uplifted Random 2 · 10−9 −10−4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
0.4 Compressed, uplifted Random 1 · 10−10 −10−4 5, 10, 15, 20
Varying Λh
Nf Mass spectrum Gradient direction i ηi Λh
10 Uniform Random 2 · 10−9 −10−4 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0
10 Compressed Random 1 · 10−10 −10−4 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0
10 Uniform Aligned 5 · 10−10 −10−4 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0
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50-field runs
Nf Λh Mass spectrum Gradient direction i ηi
50 0.4 Uniform Random 2 · 10−9 −10−4
50 0.4 Compressed Random 2 · 10−11 −10−4
50 0.4 Uniform Aligned 1 · 10−10 −10−4
Varying i
Nf Λh Mass spectrum Gradient direction ηi i
10 0.4 Uniform Random −10−4 2 · 10−10, 5 · 10−10, 1 · 10−9,
2 · 10−9, 5 · 10−9, 1 · 10−8,
2 · 10−8
10 0.4 Compressed Random −10−4 1 ·10−11, 2 ·10−11, 5 ·10−11,
1 ·10−10, 2 ·10−10, 5 ·10−10,
1 · 10−9
Varying ηi
Nf Λh Mass spectrum Gradient direction i ηi
10 0.4 Uniform Random 2 · 10−9 −10−4, −10−3, −10−2,−5 ·
10−2, −10−1
10 0.4 Compressed Random 2 · 10−11 −10−4, −10−3, −10−2,−5 ·
10−2, −10−1
D A single-field toy model
We have seen in section 3.3 that the observational predictions of manyfield models of in-
flation coincide with some of the ‘generic predictions’ of single-field slow-roll inflation: an
approximately scale-invariant power spectrum over observable scales, with a small running
of the spectral index. While we have also seen in section 3.4 that multifield are typically
important in the full manyfield models, it is interesting to investigate the extent to which our
results can be understood through simpler single-field models. Such models may capture the
most important aspects of the more complicated manyfield models, but are simple enough
to admit an analytic treatment. In this section, we construct such simple class of single-field
models, and discuss how its predictions compare against our numerical simulations of the full
manyfield models.
We expand the single-field potential to cubic order around the approximate critical point
at φ = 0,
V (φ) = V0
(
1− c1φ− c3
3!
φ3
)
. (D.1)
where the ci all are positive. We have here set the second order term at φ = 0 to zero,
since, as we will justify below, this term is overwhelmed by the third order term already for
small field displacements. We furthermore assume that the potential remain approximately
constant during inflation, V ≈ V0, which simplifies the analytic expressions for the slow-roll
parameters in this model:
V 'M2Pl
(c1 + c3φ
2/2)2
2
, ηV ' −M2Plc3φ . (D.2)
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We will now use this model to compute the expected total number of e-folds generated
during inflation and the predictions for the spectral index and its running. We first note that
inflation ends when V ≈ −H˙/H2 = 1, which happens when the value of the field is,
φend ≡ 2
3/4√
(c3MPl)
. (D.3)
The number of e-folds generated as the field travel from φ = 0 to some value φ is given by,
N(φ) =
∫ φ
0
dφ′
MPl
√
2V
=
tan−1(
√
c3/2c1φ)
M2Pl
√
c1c3/2
. (D.4)
Upon evaluating equation (D.4) for φ = φend, we see that the argument of the inverse tangent
function becomes very large so that tan−1(
√
c3/2c1φ
end) ≈ pi/2, and the total number of
e-folds is approximately given by,
N end ≈ Nmax ≡ pi
M2Pl
√
2c1c3
. (D.5)
Inflation ends before N becomes exactly Nmax, but for the initial conditions we are interested
in, it is a good approximation.
We can of course also invert equation (D.4) to give φ as a function of N :
φ(N) =
√
2c1
c3
tan
(
piN
2Nmax
)
, (D.6)
which is valid for N ≤ N end < Nmax. Using equation (D.6), it is straightforward to compute
the spectral index and its running analytically for this toy model. For the models we are
interested in, |ηV|  V, and the spectral index is given by,
ns − 1 = 2ηV − 6V ' −2M2Plc3φ? = −
2pi
Nmax
cot
(
pi∆N
2Nmax
)
, (D.7)
where we defined ∆N = Nmax − N? (in our multifield simulations, we take ∆N = 55). For
Nmax ≥ ∆N , the spectrum is red and ns has the limit 1 − 4/∆N as Nmax → ∞, and it is
easy to see that this is a lower bound. Using d ln k ' dN?, we find that the running is given
by,
αs =
dns
dN?
= −
( pi
Nmax
)2
csc2
(
pi∆N
2Nmax
)
, (D.8)
which is manifestly negative and has the limit −4/∆N2 as Nmax → ∞, which is an upper
limit.
We are now interested in comparing this class of single-field models to the full multifield
models with potential (2.7). To do so, we identify V0 = Λ4v and c1 =
√
2iM
−1
Pl . A non-
vanshing second-order term could be identified with c2 = |ηi|M−2Pl . The coefficient c3 then
corresponds to a randomly generated third-order derivative, which, as we will detail below,
we take to be of O(Λ−3h ). Already for small field displacements, ∆φ/Λh & |ηi|(Λh/MPl)2,
the third derivative comes to dominate over the second order term. This justifies dropping
the second order term from the potential. To see roughly how N end scales with the various
parameters, we fix c3 to,
c3 =
√∑
a〈V 2a11〉
Λ4v
≈
√
2Nf
1
Λ3h
, (D.9)
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where we have denoted the initial gradient direction by ‘1’.27 Since we are using the rms value
of the third order coefficients in the multifield model to fix c3, we expect that predictions made
from the single-field model may capture the mean values ofN end (up to some O(1) coefficient),
which in turn tells us how the mean values of ns and αs will scale.28
Plugging our expressions for c1 and c3 into equation (D.4), we see that the total number
of e-folds of the single field model is is given by,
N end ≈ pi
2
1
(Nfi)1/4
(
Λh
MPl
)3/2
. (D.10)
By comparing equation (D.10) to the results of the numerical simulations plotted in
Figure 5, we see that the scaling of N end with Λh, Nf and i are not followed very closely.
However, in the more special cases when we start with the gradient aligned with the smallest
eigenvalue or when we use the compressed spectrum, these scalings are reasonably accurate
(but the O(1) coefficient is incorrect).
Figure 9 shows the single-field prediction of equation (D.7) together with the numer-
ical simulations from the full GRF models. Qualitatively, the single-field model is in good
agreement, and captures both the decrease of ns for N end not too large, and its asymptot-
ical constancy for N end  60. However, the precise predictions for ns are inaccurate. The
single-field limit for αs is quite close to value we observe for the multi-field models. For
∆N = 55, the value is αs = −0.00132, which agrees with the baseline model prediction,
αs = −0.00143± 0.00034.
Altogether, we see that the single-field toy model captures several of the qualitative
features of the multifield models, but does not produce quantitatively accurate predictions.
This is not surprising, since the single-field model neither takes into account turns of the
trajectory nor the superhorizon evolution of the power spectra. To make accurate predictions,
the full multifield treatment is needed.
E The DBM construction of random manyfield potentials
In this subsection, we briefly review the construction of random scalar field potentials us-
ing non-equilibrium random matrix theory, and we discuss the most relevant properties and
predictions of these models.
A key motivation for the construction of [26] is that inflation is only sensitive to the
scalar potential in the vicinity of the field trajectory, while being independent of its properties
elsewhere in field space. One may take advantage of this fact by generating the scalar potential
only along the dynamically determined field trajectory by gluing together nearby patches in
which the potential is locally defined up to some fixed, low order. This method avoids the
steep computational cost that limited early studies of multifield inflation in GRF potentials
to only involving a few fields, with structure only over super-Planckian field-space distances
[34].
27 The approximation comes from taking the contribution from a = 1, 〈(V i111)2〉 = 6Λ8vΛ−6v , to be the same
as for a 6= 1, 〈(V ia11)2〉 = 2Λ8vΛ−6v . Note that since Va is already fixed to be very small, the (conditional) mean
of Vabc is zero to a very good approximation.
28Of course, to find the mean values of all these quantities, one should write them as funtions of the Va11
and integrate over the PDF. Since our single-field model makes several approximations, however, there is no
need to work with such precision (but we did check that for Nend the answer is very close).
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The starting point of the ‘DBM construction’ is the scalar potential defined up to
quadratic order around the point p0,
V = (ΛDBMv )
4
√
Nf
(
v0 + va
φa
ΛDBMh
+
1
2
vab
φa
ΛDBMh
φb
ΛDBMh
)
. (E.1)
Here, ΛDBMv sets the vertical scale of the potential, the convention for the prefactor
√
Nf is
explained in [26, 28], and ΛDBMh sets the horizontal scale of the potential (we will shortly return
to the interpretation of this parameter). At a nearby point in field space, say p1 separated
from p0 by δφa, the potential admits a local Taylor expansion in which the coefficients v0, va,
and vab only differ from those at p0 by a small amount:
v0
∣∣
p1
= v0
∣∣
p0
+ va
∣∣
p0
δφa
ΛDBMh
, va
∣∣
p1
= va
∣∣
p0
+ vab
∣∣
p0
δφb
ΛDBMh
,
vab
∣∣
p1
= vab
∣∣
p0
+ δvab
∣∣
p0→p1 . (E.2)
Here δvab captures the effects of cubic (and higher-order) terms on the second derivatives of
the potential. Clearly, by stipulating the rules for how δvab is generated, any potential may
be locally generated in this fashion. In a given small patch, the slow-roll equations for the
background and the evolution equations for the perturbations are easily solved, making it
possible to follow the evolution of the system along a string of points, p0, p1, p2, etcetera, on
the dynamically determined inflationary trajectory. By repeating the procedure of (E.2), the
potential is ‘charted’ as the field evolves.
The prescription for constructing δvab determines the generated potential. To study
multifield inflation with randomly interacting fields, reference [26] considered a stochastic
evolution law for δvab, leading to an ensemble of random scalar potentials for each initial
choice of parameters. In [26], the law governing the generation of δvab was then chosen so that,
over large distances, vab samples the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble of random symmetric
matrices. A simple example of such a law is to take the independent matrix elements of vab
evolve with the Brownian motion of independent harmonic oscillators. More precisely, the
independent elements of δvab are generated as Gaussian random numbers with the first two
moments given by,
〈δvab
∣∣
pi→pi+1〉 = −vab
∣∣
pi
|δφa|
ΛDBMh
,
〈δv2ab
∣∣
pi→pi+1〉 = σ
2 (1 + δab)
|δφa|
ΛDBMh
. (E.3)
This is ‘Dyson Brownian motion’ (DBM), originally proposed as an out-of-equilibrium ex-
tension of the ‘Coulomb gas’ statistical picture of random matrix theory. Given any initial
configuration of vab(0) at p0, the DBM evolution continuously relaxes the Hessian matrix to
a random sample of the GOE. The probability distribution of vab then becomes a function of
the path length, s, in units of ΛDBMh [132, 133],
P (vab(s)) ∼ exp
[
−tr
(
(vab(s)− qvab(0))2
)
2σ2(1− q2)
]
−−−−→
s1
exp
[
−tr(vab(s)
2)
2σ2
]
, (E.4)
where q = exp(−s). Thus, ΛDBMh has the interpretation of the coherence length over which
the Hessian randomises, the corresponding eigenvectors ‘delocalise’, and the potential exhibit
significant random structure.
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Figure 16: Multifield aspects of the 100-field example.
In [26], the DBM construction was used to gain access to inflation in scalar potentials
with multiple interacting fields, and in [27, 28], these were used to, for the first time, study
the observational predictions of manyfield models of inflation. Some modifications and ex-
tensions of this prescription were discussed in [29, 31, 32], and in [30] the predictions of a
single-field approximation to the large-Nf DBM models was elaborated on. (Note however
that the observational predictions of this single-field model were already falsified in [27], as
subsequently discussed in [28].)
F Case studies and a modified GRF potential
In the main body of this paper, we focussed on the statistical predictions of ensembles of
manyfield models. In this appendix, we discuss two particular examples of randomly generated
inflation models that highlight the general results discussed in this paper. We furthermore
discuss the case of ‘uplifted’ potentials mentioned in section 4.1.
The first inflation model we look at is a 100-field model which, despite significant super-
horizon evolution of the power spectrum, gives little non-Gaussianity. The second case is a
25-field model which is one of the rare examples with significant non-Gaussianity at the end
of inflation. It is in fact the only model with the uniform mass spectrum that we found to
produce large non-Gaussianity, and we will highlight what distinguishes this model from the
others.
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F.1 A 100-field model
The spectrum of the random 100-field models that we discuss in this section is shown in
Figure 4, and its background evolution if further illustrated by Figure 3. Recall that the
initial conditions for this model are Λh = 0.4, i = 5×10−10, mass-squareds evenly distributed
between ηiV0M−2Pl and (3H/2)
2 with ηi = −10−4.
The spectral index of this model is ns = 0.978, and its running is given by αs = −0.0018.
The amplitude of local non-Gaussianity at the end of inflation is given by fNL = −0.004.
While the observables produced by this model are simple, the superhorizon dynamics
of the perturbations is not. Figure 16 shows that the scalar power at the pivot scale dou-
bles after horizon crossing, and that for several e-folds, the isocurvature-to-curvature ratio is
greater than one (recall that almost all the field-space movement happens towards the end of
inflation). Nevertheless, by the end of inflation the isocurvature becomes heavily suppressed,
the power spectrum freezes out, and fNL remains small.
To further understand the multifield aspects of this model, we define the vector,
η⊥ i =
naVabv
i
b
V
, (F.1)
so that, according to equation (2.64), ζ ′ = 2η⊥ iSi. Thus, the norm η⊥ ≡ |η⊥i| determines the
strength of the isocurvature-to-curvature sourcing. Figure 16 shows that η⊥ increases during
inflation in the 100 field model, and becomes O(1) towards the end of inflation. However, at
this point the isocurvature has decayed exponentially, so that ζ remains essentially constant.
F.2 A 25-field model giving large non-Gaussianity
In rare cases, we found randomly generated manyfield models with substantially non-Gaussian
perturbations. A particular example of this is a 25-field model with the uniform initial mass
spectrum, Λh = 0.4, i = 2 × 10−9 and ηi = −10−4. The final spectral index is ns = 0.978
with running αs = −0.0014. The fractional increase of the power spectrum is 2.15, and the
final ratio of the isocurvature and curvature power spectra is 0.015. The amplitude of local
non-Gaussianities is given by fNL = 1.42, far above the typical values encountered.
What sets this model apart from other models is that the two smallest eigenvalues of the
Hessian remain close to each other throughout most of the trajectory, and even ‘bounce off’
each other relatively early on during inflation. The evolution of the spectrum of the Hessian
is given by the top panel of Figure 17. When the two eigenvalues are near each other there
is significant power in the isocurvature modes and we see a drastic increase in fNL. The
generation of fNL in this model is consistent with equation (5.1): as the two eigenvalues of
the Hessian come very close to each other, slightly perturbed classical trajectories can become
widely separated and experience drastically different levels of superhorizon evolution. We note
that η⊥ grows during inflation and the isocurvature decays rather slowly. The predictions of
this model are likely to be sensitive to the physics of the post-inflationary era.
F.3 Manyfield inflation in uplifted potentials
For Gaussian random fields with zero mean, the minima of the potential typically appear
at lower and lower values as the number of fields is increased, and the radius of the Wigner
semi-circle grows. As we live in a vacuum with a small, positive cosmological constant, it may
therefore be interesting to consider GRF potentials which have been uplifted so that minima
typically occur around V = 0, cf. our discussion in section 4.1. From equation (2.29), we
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Figure 17: Multifield effects in the 25-field model with large non-Gaussianity.
see that the lower edge of the semi-circle will be at zero at V = 0 if we lift the potential by√
2NfΛ
4
v.
The typical spectrum of these models is still too broad to make them useful tools to study
multifield inflation, and we again consider the uniform initial spectrum of equation (2.42).
The evolution of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of these models behave somewhat differently
from those of the simplest, mean-zero GRFs. An example of this is shown in Figure 18: while
the dominant effect for small field values is still the eigenvalue repulsion and roughly conical
spread of the eigenvalues, for larger values of the field, the smallest eigenvalue tends upwards,
towards the lower edge of the equilibrium spectrum.
The upturning behaviour is most clearly visible for small Nf , which is as expected, as
for large Nf , eigenvalue repulsion dominates. The predictions of these models for ns do not
differ appreciably from the mean-zero GRF models with similar initial spectra, as shown in
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Figure 18: Eigenvalue evolution for a 20-field model with uplifted potential (left) and com-
parison of predictions for spectral index computed from ensembles of 1000 models (right).
Figure 18. The uplifted models were generated with the same random seeds as the zero-mean
ones, and have identical odd-order Taylor coefficients (the even-order Taylor coefficients differ
however). The striking similarities in the predictions of these models can be understood as a
consequence of the dominance of the cubic terms in the potential during a large fraction of
the inflationary evolution.
Clearly, there are many ways to use GRFs to construct inflationary models. We expect
that the findings of this paper will extend also to other constructions of small-field, saddle-
point inflation in which the spectrum relaxes during inflation (with some eigenvalues taking
tachyonic values). However, other, substantially different constructions (e.g. large-field models
or other variants of uplifted models) can certainly lead to different predictions.
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